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SUMMARY 
Multimedia is increasingly becoming a utility rather than mere entertainment. The range of 
video applications has increased, some of which are becoming indispensable in modem 
lifestyle. Video surveillance is one area that has attracted significant amount of focus and also 
benefited from considerable research effort for development. However, it is noted that there is 
sti]l a notable technological gap between an ideal video surveillance platform and the available 
solutions, mainly in the form of the encoder and decoder complexity balance and the 
associated design costs. In this thesis, we focus on an emerging technology, Distributed Video 
Coding (DVC), which is ideally suited for the video surveillance scenario, and fits many other 
potential applications too. A number of technical advances are proposed to the coding 
framework-, in view of bringing the concept of DVC towards a practical realization targeted at 
future commercial developments and standardizations. 
The research scope includes designing novel coding frameworks, enhancing the existing 
structures, and designing enhanced algorithms for individual functional elements within the 
codec framework, improving both encoder and decoder. First, the Slepian-Wolf codec: 
efficiency is improved using a Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation (ITCNý based design. Then a 
Unidirectional DVC (UDVC) framework is designed involving iterative decoding with side 
infoiwation refinement, which enables the suppression of practically hindering reverse feedback 
channel. Novel approaches for qmandýZafion and reconstmtfion algorithms are presented to 
improve the compression efficiency of the codec. A non linear quantisation algorithm is 
proposed in contrast to the commonly used linear quandser, whereas the proposed 
reconstruction algorithm is specifically optimised for the UDVC framework. A refinement 
algorithm is proposed for improving the quality of side information. Considering the 
significance of video communications over wireless media in the target applications, a modified 
decoding algorithm is proposed to improve the DVC codec error resilience so that the channel 
coding cost is minimised. 
The efficiency and effectiveness of all proposed algorithms are verified through simulations 
and comparing the results with the state of the art. Significant performance gains are recorded 
in terms of the compression efficiency and the error resilience where applicable. 
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Chapter 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent times, video services are increasingly becoming an indispensable utility for the human 
lifestyle. To enable this tremendous growth in demand, many technological developments have 
been achieved through research in video coding and compression leading to the 
standardization efforts of ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC N11PEG. Almost all of these approaches 
focused on an encoder intensive coding framework with computational complexity of encoder 
been 5 to 10 dmes higher compared to that of the decoder [1]. This complexity is mainly 
attributed to the source correlation exploitation algorithms, including motion estimation and 
compensation functions performed in the encoder. This encoder-intensive framework was 
ideally suitable and motivated by the common one-to-many applications where the encoded 
video stream from one transmitter is received and viewed by many. 
However, this coding paradigm is increasingly challenged by a class of new applications that 
demand a lower complexity at the encoder possibly at the cost of increased computational 
burden to the decoder. Some of the application scenarios that would potentially benefit from 
this modified complexity balance include: wircless low-power surveillance and multimedia 
sensor networks, wireless PC cameras, disposable video cameras and mobile camera phones. 
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) has emerged as a new technological breakthrough with 
computationally very flexible architecture that would ideally fulfil the demands of this 
increasingly popular class of applications. 
DVC is currently identified as a premature technology, yet with immense potential for the 
future. The research activity pertaining to this thesis intends to push forward the concept of 
DVC into reality, possibly targeting at future standardization exercises and commercial 
deployments. This chapter will introduce the background and motivation leading to this 
research foRowed by the research environment and the associated objectives and achievements. 
1 
M Background and motivation 
The principles of distributed source coding were originally presented in the 1970s, in the form 
of Slepian-Wolf theorem [2] published in 1973 and Wyner-Ziv theorem [3] published in 1976. 
However, the potential applicability of distributed source coding principles for video coding 
was not realized for three decades. The initiatives in developing a video coding technology 
based on this concept have been unveiled in 2002. Ironically, it came simultaneously in two 
independent proposals in [4] and [5]. Since then, DVC research has come a long and 
productive way gathering momentum on the way through, as evident from the amount of 
related publications found in literature over the past years. Ibc enthusiasm on this research 
area could be attributed to a number of attractive and promising features of DVC, which could 
be identified as: 
The flexibility in manoeuvring the algoritlui-ýc and computational complexity of the 
video encoder, possibly towards ultra low complex encoders that are beyond the scope 
of conventional video coding technologies 
The notably high error resilience demonstrated by the DVC encoded bit streams in the 
face of noisy channel conditions [6] 
Through the above features, DVC has promised to open-up new horizons for the design of 
video encoder-sensors that are possibly of very low cost, size and power consumption. This 
will predictably benefit existing and new application scenarios that demand video sensor 
deployments in vast numbers, rapid deployment options and usage over less reliable 
transmission media. A few of the potential applications of DVC that exploit the above features 
are discussed next. 
M DVCappfication scenarios 
It is worth identifying some of the potential application scenarios of DVC in order to 
understand the motivation and the driving force behind this research. 
Video surveiflance 
With the interest on public safety at its best; video surveillance has arguably become an 
irresistible component of modem life over the past years. Ranging from the monitoring of 
safety critical and high security installations, through urban areas, public transport links, etc., it 
2 
has penetrated all the way into domestic monitoring applications. However, it is noted that the 
cost of video sensors is still a significant problem affecting pervasive deployments in 
surveillance applications. On this backdrop, it is deemed necessary to look at key characteristics 
of a video surveillance scenario. These systems are mainly characterised by a large number of 
video sensors that covers the interested area. These video cameras capture the video data and 
upload to centralized servers for processing and displaying or storing for the real-time and 
offline monitoring purposes. A generic set up is iRustrated in Figure 1-1. GeneraUy, since the 
potential of sharing the central processing unit is very high; the cost of encoders is a significant 
factor affecting the wide utilization of surveillance systems. T'his situation holds valid for other 
similar applications such as monitoring of the elders, disabled people, and the children, disaster 
zone and traffic monitoring as wel 
Ak 
(, -D 
Surveillance monitoring 
station 
Figure 1-1 A Generic Video SurvciBancc Scenario 
Wireless Mobile Communications 
Wireless mobile video communication is another application that has a potential demand for a 
low cost video encoder, since each and every mobile handset has to enclose a video encoder 
and a decoder. Also it is vital that the codec can be implemented in a relatively small footprint 
inside a mobile handset due to the fact that the dimensions and the weight of a handset are 
very important to the consumer, upon whom the marketability of the product depends. The 
power consumption is yet another key consideration in mobile handsets. Tberefore, the 
optimum video codec for a mobile handset is a one that neither requires a large space nor is 
3 
expensive and consumes minimum amount of power.. A possible economical hybrid solution 
is Mustrated in Figure 1-2. 
In mobile communications, a very large number of users share a single radio base station (ItBS) 
while only a small percentage are active. The complexity of the video encoder (in video 
capftning) and decoder (in video display) hardware in the mobile unit is important in deciding 
the price, size and power consumption of the equipment. A possible solution would be to use a 
combination of DVC and conventional coding techniques; DVC encoder and a conventional 
decoder. In this scenario, very simple low cost DVC encoder and the equally low complex 
conventional decoder arc placed in the handset while the complex segments of both 
approaches are pushed to the RBS side of the link. Transcoding capabilities from DVC to 
conventional coding formats and vice-versa need to be integrated to the RBS. This would 
obviously incur an additional cost at the central installation, but it is understood that this 
investment would be well justified by the fact that the central hardware arc heavily shared 
considering the very low activity ratios apparent in typical mobile usage. 
Iý 
Im"I" 
Front end: 
DVC decoder 
Conventional 
encoder 
M bil H d t Backend: 
'ýý 
o e an se 
,, 
DVC Encoder Transcoder - 
+ 
Conventional 
, decoder 
t Ih 
e'. AV1 lzý ION% 
Al 
lzzý 
Figure 1-2 Hybrid video codec scenario for mobile 
communications 
4 
Disposable video camera 
Disposable video camera is another concept that could efficiently exploit the low-encoder- 
complexity feature of DVC. Ile underlying motive in the concept of disposable video camera 
is to produce a video camera at a very affordable cost for one-off use. After using, the camera 
need to be taken into a designated sales outlet where the data captured into the storage in the 
unit is processed. Once this data is transferred into a DVD or a similar easily accessible media, 
the unit needs to be disposed off. Some of the key considerations in this process could be 
identified as: (i) the centralized equipment used for post-processing the captured data, at 
possibly the sales outlet, will be re-used with thousands of disposable cameras, (ii) the video 
encoding algorithm used in the camera need to be efficient enough to minimize the 
compressed video storage requirements of the device, and most importantly, (iii) the 
complexity of the video encoder algorithm has to be sufficiently low for the manufacturing 
cost of the device to be maintained low for it to be affordably priced. Simple encoder structure 
fin-ther helps conservation of battery power. 
LL2 Motivation 
On the background of DVC, this research activity is motivated by a number of factors: 
0 The attractive features of DVC that are unique in the sense of the capabilities and 
properties of parallel technologies 
The current and predicted increasing demand for the application domains targeted by 
DVC 
The challenging nature of the proposed research, particularly in a relatively untouched 
area as was the case with DVC at the time this research was conunenced. in 2005. 
1.2 Research method 
This research was commenced at a time that the concept of DVC was only starting to establish; 
basic codec framework proposed, but no major developments were evident. On this backdrop, 
some of the design and testing approaches followed throughout this research activity are 
discussed in this section. 
5 
L2.1 Choice of baseline technology 
The work mainly involved computer simulations. The baseline DVC codec was selected as per 
the latest published literature and the innovative algorithms proposed in this thesis were 
implemented and tested on top of this baseline codec. As the state of the art evolved through 
the parallel research activities in the community, the baseline is accordingly updated. As an 
example of this baseline evolution, consider the side informa6on' generation algorithms. Pixel 
level interpolation was an initial and effective proposal for generating side information [4] and 
thus is followed as the basis for implementing a number of proposed algorithms in this thesis. 
However when more efficient algorithms (e. g. motion interpolation) were established through 
peer research, they were adopted for the baseline system. Note here that as long as the 
proposed innovations arc considered to be independent of the evolved factor (the type of side 
information, in the said example) the original simulations are presented as it is in the thesis. 
However, if there is a significant dependency is detected, the proposed innovations are re- 
simulated on the evolved baseline system. 
Another key choice of approach in DVC is between the pixel domain and transform domain 
coding. Both these choices are still active in the research field, even though recent preference in 
transform domain coding owing to better compression efficiency, albeit the increased 
computational complexity particularly in the encoder. In this regard, most of the novel 
concepts and designs discussed in this thesis are implemented on pixel domain DVC 
architectures, for its drastically low complex, and hence application-favoured feature. However 
it is understood that these concepts would produce similar performance enhancements in the 
transform domain frameworks. This fact is verified when some of the selected proposals are 
tested on both cases as elaborated later in this thesis. 
It is also noted that the first half of this research was conducted at Brunel University, where the 
baseline codec was developed in-house. During the latter half, the research was carried out as a 
partner of the VISNET II project at the University of Surrey, thus the innovations were 
implemented over the VISNET II DVC codec. Accordingly the Chapters 3,4 and 6, and 
section 5.3 use the in-house codec at Brunel, whereas the sections 5.1 and 5.2 use the VISNET 
II DVC codec at Surrey. 
Side ix ormadon is an information stream estimated at the DVC decoder. TýiS proceýs Yates 
a vital functionality in the DVC codec and a detailed description is given in 
section 2.5.3.3. 
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122 Simulwions and test conditions 
The innovative algorithms discussed in this thesis are implemented in the computer based 
baseline codec as discussed in previous section. The choice of test conditions for the 
simulations is generally based on the reference results in literature to which the proposed 
results are compared with. Therefore, in keeping the compatibility with the compared results, 
the adopted test conditions vaq significantly throughout this thesis. The appropriate 
conditions are documented before each simulation result. Some of the key parameters of test 
conditions are discussed below. 
Video sequence 
Iberc arc a number of standard test video sequences that are used in the simulations. An 
videos are in QCIF format (176X144 pixels; YUV 4: 2: 0). A full Est of sequences and the 
relevant details are given in the APPENDIXA. As explained above, the appropriate sequences 
are selected for each test case, based on the reference literature considered. 
Averaging properties over sequence 
The PSNR is usually calculated only for the luminance signals in DVC literature and the same 
practice is followed here. 
In some test cases presented in this thesis, the PSNR and bit rate values are averaged only for 
the Wyner-Ziv frames of the sequence, again following the original practice in DVC literature. 
However, once H. 264/AVC intra frame coding is established as the standard choice of 
technology for the key frame coding, as evident in the DISCOVER [7] and VISNET [8] 
European NoE projects, the averages of all frames including both %Vyner-Ziv and key frames 
are considered. 
123 Presentation oftesults 
In this thesis, the test results are usually presented in three formats: 
0 PSNRvs. Frame number plots showing objective video quality, 
0 PSNR vs. Bit rate plots showing objective video quality 
* Snapshots of frames showing subjective video quality 
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A detailed description of these techniques and corresponding formats are presented in 
A PPE ND IXB. 
1.3 Objectives and scope of the research 
The goal of the research scope of tl-ýs thesis is moving the DVC concept towards a 
commercially viable technology that is capable of producing competitive solutions for low cost 
video surveillance and similar applications. It is believed that this could be achieved through 
the design of an efficient and robust coding framework and enhancing the performance of the 
constituent functional modules. In view of this objective, the specific objectives of the thesis 
are: 
* Design of robust frameworks for both feedback-based and unidirectional DVC 
41 Enhancement of the coding efficiency of the Slepian-Wolf codec by considering 
alternate channel coding techniques 
0 Establishment of low cost encoder-rate-control algorithms for unidirectional DVC 
Optimisation of the performance of both feedback-based and unidirectional 
frameworks by enhancing the ffinctional modules 
Enhancement of the error resilience of the DVC codec operating over wireless 
channels 
1.4 Achievements and contributions 
As a result of the research that is presented in tl-ýs thesis, number of original achievements and 
contributions has been made to the field of DVC supported by a number of related 
publications as fisted later in this section. The most significant achievements amongst them can 
be identified as: 
Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation (ITCM) based design of the Slcpian-Wolf codec with 
improved coding efficiency 
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Iterative frame refinement algorithm for improving the decoded picture quality in the 
unidirectional DVC framework, with no computational burden to the encoder, or no 
additional bit rate consumption 
V Non-Linear quantization algorithm for improving the compression efficiency of the 
DVC codec 
Enhanced reconstruction algorithm, optimized for unidirectional coding framework, to 
enhance the quahty of reconstructed video frames. This also is achieved without 
additional bit rate cost or encoder complexity. 
Side information optimization by iterative refinement, for improving compression 
efficiency of the codec 
Optimisation of the DVC decoding algorithm for improving error resilience of the 
coding scheme, for robustness in performance when the encoded bit stream is 
transmitted over error prone wireless channels 
L4.1 Publications 
Some selected publications related to the technical proposals discussed in this thesis arc listed 
below. A fiffl list of publications is given in APPENDIX C. 
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coding of pixel interleaved Wyner-Ziv frarnes, " Proceedings of IEEE ICIIS, Sri 
Lanka, Aug. 2006. 
6. W. A. R. J. Weerakkody, W. A. C. Femando, A. B. B. Adikari, 'Distributed Video 
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Iterative Refinement Technique for Side Information Generation in DVC. " 
Proceedings of IEEE ICME 2007, Beijing, China, July 2007. 
8. W. A. Rj. Weerakkody, W. A. C. Fernando, J. 1. Martinez, P. Cuenca, F. Quiles, 
S. Adedoyin, "Map Decoder Design for Distributed Video Coding in Error Prone 
Wireless Channels, " Accepted for the Proceedings of IEEE ICIIS 2007, Sri Lanka, 
Aug 2007. 
9. WA. Rj. '%Veerakk-ody, W. A. C. Fernando, R. M. A. P. Rajatheva, T. Kuganeswaran, K. 
Muraleetharan, "Distributed Video Coding With MIMO for Video Wireless 
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10. W. A. R. J. Weerakkody, W. A. C. Fernando, A. MKondoz, "An Enhanced 
Reconstruction Algorithm for Unidirectional Distributed Video Coding, " Accepted 
for the Proceedings of IEEE ISCE 2007, Algarve, Portugal, April 2008. 
Under Review: 
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11. W. A. RJ. Weerakkody, WA. C. Fernando, F. Pereira, A. M. Kondoz, "An Enhanced 
Reconstruction Algorithm for Unidirectional Distributed Video Coding, " 
Submitted to EURASIP journal, submitted May 2008. 
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12. WA. Rj. Weerakkody, W. A. C. Fernando, A. M. Kondoz , "Modi4ing the Turbo 
Decoder for DVC based Video Codecs, " Submitted to MICE Trans. on 
Fundamentals, Submitted June 2008. 
13. WA. RJ. Weerakk-ody, NVA. C. Fernando, M. B. Badern, A. M. Kondoz, "Non-Linear 
Quantization for Pixel Domain Distributed Video Coding, " Submitted to IET 
Electronics Letters, subrrýittedjune 2008. 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of 7 chapters and the rest of the thesis is structured as fbUows. 
The second chapter presents technical review of video coding in general, the underlying 
principles of DVC and the currently available DVC frameworks, followed by a brief discussion 
on recent developments. Then the next chapter discusses a novel proposal for the use of 
Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation (ITCIýý for DVC replacing the commonly used turbo coder. 
The fourth chapter is based on the unidirectional DVC framework that eliminates the reverse 
feedback channel involved in the basic coding framework. A number of practical unidirectional 
DVC algorithms are discussed in this chapter. Fifth chapter introduces a number of novel 
algorithms to the DVC arcl-dtecture to enhance the coding efficiency. The sixth chapter 
discusses the implications of the transmission of DVC encoded video streams over wireless 
channels and introduce an enhanced decoding algorithm to improve the error resilience of the 
codec. The last chapter summarizes technical contribution of this thesis and gives concluding 
remarks. 
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Chaptcr 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter presents an overview of the existing technologies that this research is built upon, 
starting with some fundamental principles of video signals and video coding. Then the 
discussion is extended to an introduction to the distributed source coding principles, the 
underlying theoretical base of the DVC technology. An arcbýitectural overview of the currently 
available DVC frameworks is then presented followed by a review of some of the significant 
and related recent developments in DVC research. 
2.1 Video Signals 
Before studying the video coding and compression methodologies, it is important to 
understand a few vital terrrýinologies and concepts that are utilised throughout the thesis. 
Accordingly, this section presents the colour component definitions, picture formats, and 
picture quality assessment techniques, with particular attention to those adopted in the 
simWations presented here. 
2. M Luminance and colour components 
The raw video signals captured by cameras are generated in three colour signals: red, green and 
blue; thus forming the common name RGB. However, to provide the compatibility N; ith black 
and white video signal processing and also based on the high correlation of the F, G and B 
components, the RGB signals are usually transformed into a new colour space, with a 
luminance component and two chrominance components. As per the popular PAL standard 
colour system, the Y (luminance), U and V (chrominance) components are computed from the 
gamma-corrected RGB components (R', G' and B' respectively) using the below formulas 
191, 
Y=0.299R" + 0.587G'+ 0.1 14B' 2-1 
U= -0.147R'- 0.289G'+ 0.436B" = 0.492(B" - Y) 2-2 
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Y =0.615R*- 0.515G'- O. IOOB'= 0.877(R ,- Y) 2-3 
It is further noted that for the digital video signals the ITU-R Reconunenclation BT. 601 
(formerly CCIR-601) has defined a YCC, colour system, slightly offset from the above 
formulas [9]. This enforces a range limiting of the Y component to 16-235 quantum levels, and 
also a chrominance component distribution centred on 128, the grey level, with a range of 16- 
240. 
Y=0.257R+ 0.504G'+ 0.098B'+ 16 2-4 
Cb = -0.148R* - 0.29 IG'+ 0.439B'+ 128 2-5 
C, = 0.439R'- 0.368G'- 0.07 IB'+ 128 2-6 
2. L2 Picture farmats 
The picture formats utilised for video signals vary significantly based one the requirements of 
the applications. For example, video conferencing and video telephony usually demand only 
low degree of resolutions, whereas high definition television inevitably demands larger frame 
sizes with higher luminance and chrominance resolution. To fulfil these varying requirements, a 
series of frame formats have been defined. Each frame format generally defines a number of 
parameters including the spatial resolution for the luminance and chrominance components 
and the temporal resolution (frame rate). The spatial resolution for the chrominance signals is 
usually reduced compared to that of the luminance signal following the nature human visual 
perception. The samp&n gformat defines the percentage of chrominance resolution compared to 
the luminance resolution as listed in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 Sampling formats: chrominance 
resolution as a percentage of luminance resolution 
Sampling format Horizontal % Vertical % 
4: 4: 4 100 100 
4: 2: 2 50 100 
4: 2: 0 50 50 
4: 1: 1 25 100 
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OF 
In worldwide teleconferencing following the ITU-R Recommendation BT. 601, it is important 
to convert between the various frame formats adopted for example between European (625 
line, 5OHz) and North American and Far East (525 line 60Hz). The Common Interchange 
Format (CIF) has been defined to enable this type of conversions between different standards 
[9]. This defines a sampling format of 4: 2: 0 as illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
u IA 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
NA NA 
Y pixel I Cb pixel A C, pixel 
Figure 2-1 Sampling pattern for 4: 2: 0 OF 
A number of extensions of OF have been defined for certain applications. These define the 
spatial resolution (luminance signal) as listed in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2 Extensions of OF 
Format Luminance Resolution 
SQCIF 128X96 
QCIF 176X144 
OF 352X288 
4CIF 704X576 
16CIF 1408 x 1152 
Ibc research discussed in this thesis utilises standard test sequences of Quarter OF (QCIF) 
frame format for the simulations, as followed commonly in most current DVC literatures. 
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2.1.3 Picture quality assessment 
Since this research focuses on lossy coding approaches, it is useful to get an understanding of 
how to quantify the resultant distortion in the decoded video streams. There are primarily two 
approaches to the picture quahty assessment: 
0 Subjective quality assessment: measures the human perception of the video quality. The 
decoded (degraded, in the case of lossy coding) video stream is shown to a number of 
subjects and there perception is recorded. Then statistical analysis of the collected 
results is performed to derive the quality parameters. 
0 Objective quality assessment: mathematically calculate the quality parameters. There is 
no variability depending on the perception of the individual users. 
The simplest form of objective quality measurement is the ratio of the peak-to-peak of signal 
to the root mean squared processing noise. 7hus this parameter is called the peak-to-peak 
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and is computed as: 
PSNR=10loglo 
2552 
2-7 
1 (Y"f 0, A- yp", 0, A2 
_N. Ill. uj 
where Y,, f 
(i, j) and Y,,, (i, j) represent the pixel values of the reference and decoded pictures 
respectively and N is the total number of pixels in the picture. It is noted that there is some 
criticism about the validity of PSNR as a true representation of the picture quality. This is 
mainly due to ill-reflection of local quality degradations in small patches in the frame. If the 
degraded area is small, the PSNR is not significantly penalized but the viewers may be attracted 
to the degraded patch and perceive it as a significant loss of quality. 
Even though PSNR has its own drawbacks, it has been widely utilised in evaluating the coding 
efficiency mainly due to the simple and straightforward calculation. The same practice has been 
adopted in this thesis. However, wherever possible, graphical images of the decoded frames 
have been produced against the reference images to help evaluate the user perception of the 
processed video signals. 
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2.2 Video Coding Basics 
The primary goal in video coding is to reduce the redundant information in order to achieve 
compression. 71hree fundamental approaches are usually taken to accomplish this goal: 
Spatial redundancy reduction, exploiting the correlations of similar pixels wid-dn a 
frame 
0 Temporal redundancy reduction, exploiting the similarities between successive frames 
9 Entropy coding, for reducing redundancies between compressed data symbols 
Intraframe coding and interframe coding are two important concepts involved in video coding. Intra 
frame coding refers to the exploitation of redundancies "ithin each individual frame in a 
sequence, or in effect coding still images. This effectively means exploiting the spatial 
correlations. On the other hand, inter frame coding is the process of eliminating the temporal 
redundancies, i. e. the similarities between the successive frames. A conceptual overview and 
implementation techniques of each of above is given in the following sections. 
2.21 Exploiting spatial correlations 
Exploiting the spatial correlations typically utilise two techniques: Predictive coding and 
Transform coding. 
Predictive coding 
This involves the prediction of each pixel or group of pixels using the previously coded 
information on the same frame (intra frame predictive coding) or adjacent frames (inter firame 
predictive coding). In general the neighbouring pixels would make the most contribution in 
this process due to the high spatial correlations. A prediction error is then generated and coded 
by comparing the predicted picture with the original picture. In concept, this is a lossless 
coding technique. 
Predictive coding is not a common option in DVC, where the source redundancies are 
exploited at decoder and the original frame is not available in the process, as elaborated later in 
section 2.5. However, some spatial prediction techniques have been recently proposed to refinc 
the frame estimation at the decoder (e. g. [29] [37]) to improve the coding efficiency. 
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Transform coding 
In transform coding, the source data in pixels are mapped to a transform domain. In most 
cases, the image energy in the transform domain is concentrated in the low frequency region, 
i. e. in only a few transform coefficients. Therefore, transform coding, used in conjunction with 
quanfisation, creates an opportunity for data compression. However, since the quantised 
coefficients (some low significant coefficients are totally discarded in tl-ýs process) cannot be 
reconstructed, this is a lossy coding technique. 
It is noted that transform coding is a feasible compression method for use in the DVC 
firamework. Even though transform coding adds a computational burden to the DVC encoder, 
which otherwise has very low compleidty, this is treated as a viable cost in many cases. 
Quantisation 
The quantisation of the transform coefficients is a technique used to yield a compression, since 
the domain transformation alone does not provide any compression. Once the image energy is 
unevenly distributed in the transform coding, the quandsation levels are defined for each 
coefficient band to reflect its significance in the reconstructed image. This process introduces 
the so-caDed quantisation noise. 
In the context of DVC, quantisation plays a significant role, both in the pixel domain and 
transform domain coding frameworks. The DVC codec incorporates a special irconstruction 
algorithm at the decoder to partly compensate for the quantisation noise. Particular attention to 
the quantisation process is paid later in this thesis in the design of non-linear quantisation 
algorithm for DVC, in contrast to the N; idely used linear scalar quantiser. 
2.22 Exploiting tempora] correlations 
Temporal redundancy reduction is an inter frame coding technique that involves estimating the 
motion in a video sequence. 
Motion estimation 
'Me motion activity between consecutive frames of a video sequence is typically estimated by 
block matching. For tl-, Lis purpose the frames are generally divided in to an array of rectangular 
(can be square) blocks of say MxN pixels. Then this block on the current frame is compared 
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with candidate blocks of same dimensions on the reference firame, within a prc-dcfined 
window (search window). The search window is larger than the block size and usually centred 
on the same coordinates with the block on the current frame. Once the best match is located, the 
spatial displacement between the matching blocks on the current and reference frames derives 
the motion tector. There are a number of measures used to derive the best match. mean squared 
error (MSE), sum of absolute difference (SAD) etc. 
Tbc block search performed on all blocks on the current frame produces the motion vector 
map, which is then used to motion compensate with the reference frame to generate the 
predicted frame. 
A motion estimation and compensation process is utilised in DVC for the same purpose; i. e. to 
exploit temporal correlations, but the design details of the algorithm are notably different 
mainly due to the unavailability of the wmnt ftame in the motion estimation process, as 
discussed in details later in section 2.5.3.3. 
2.23 Entropy Coding 
Entropy coding is a lossless data compression technique that reduces the redundant 
information in a bit stream, wl-dch are usually independent of the spatial or temporal 
redundancies in a video sequence. The most common entropy coding techniques are Huffman 
coding and arithmetic coding. These algorithms check for recurring patterns in the bit stream 
and represent them with code words. 
2.3 Conventional Video Coding Technologies 
The term convenfional video coding has been utilised across this thesis to identify the video 
coding approaches that do not follow the distributed source coding principles. Since DVC 
marked a new dimension to video coding with the independent-encoding-joint-decoding 
concept that enabled flexible codec architecture, anything that follows the joint-encoding-joint- 
decoding concept are grouped and labelled as conventional technologies. At this point, an 
appreciation of the historical perspective of video coding is deemed helpful to set the 
back-ground of the proposed research. It is noted that the state of the art in conventional video 
coding technologies is H. 264/AVC. Tberefore, an overview of the H. 264/AVC standard is 
also added. 
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2.3.1 Hi,, itorv of video codiiw 
Initial attempts of vidco coding and communications systcnis date back to the 1960s in the 
forin of an analogue %, Uleo plione systern. But it was not until the rnid-late 1980s that a fon-nal 
and organised video codec standardisation exercise is reported. An illustration of the historical 
evolution time line of video coding standards is shown in Figure 2-2. 
ITU 
H. 261 H. 2631 H. 263+ 
I 
H-263++ Standards 
I 
H. 262/ I H. 26L ITU/MPEG MPEG-2 (H. 264/MPEG-4vlO) Standards 
I 
MPEG MPEG-1 MPEG-4 
Standards 
JPEG JPEG 
Standards 
I 
1984 1988 
JPEG ý 
2000 
1992 1996 2000 2004 
Figure 2-2 Evolution of video coding standards 
The 14.261 standard was thus referring to a combination of the inter frame differential pulse 
code modulation (DPCNý and cliscrete cosine transform (D(Aý, originally intended at video 
confe. rencing applications at 384 kbps; later extended to other bit rates. Motion Picture Expert 
group (NIPEG) started investigations in early 1990s on video coding for storage, such as CD- 
ROM-. This resulted in the NIPEG-1 standard. With INIPFG-I opurnised for non-IntcrIaced 
video at 1.2-1.5 Nlbit/s rates, a new generation of standard then emerged for coding interlaced 
video at higher bit rates (4-9 Mbit/s) called NIPEG-2. The latter becarne a very popular 
standard utilised for terrestrial and satellite PV broadcasting the DVDs. 'I'lie same standard was 
later adopted by the telecommunications standardisation -, ector of the International 
Tclecorm-nunication Union (ITUA) under the generic narne 11.262 due to its potential for 
scaling doxkm. 
'11c identification of the potential applications in the vcrý- low bit rate domain such as 64 
Kbit/s or less then paved the way for the NIPFG-4 standard. With its ()b)cct based coding 
approach, MPEG-4 opened up new horizon,. for coding scalabilitN, and video synthesis. 
Around the same time FIU-T carried out work on a new standard 11.263 for sim1ir target 
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applications. The evolutions of this standard with improved compression efficiency were 
named as H. 263+ and H. 263++. Based on the prevailing achievements, a new collaboration 
caDed the joint Video Team UVT) was formed in 1997, bringing together video coding expert 
groups of ITU-T and ISO/IEC MIPEG. The joint effort resulted in the H. 264ATEG-4vlO 
standard, the state of the art in video coding. 
2.3.2 H. 2641AVCStandard 
As H. 264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC) is considered the state of the art in video coding, a 
brief overview of its coding framework is justified at this point. Historically, it has been a 
common practice in video coding standards (such as MPEG1, MPEG2 and NIPEG4) not to 
define a codec (encoder and decoder pair), but to define the syntax of an encoded video bit 
stream together with the method of decoding this bit stream [10]. H. 264 standard follows suite 
and defines the encoded bit stream syntax and the decoding technique. Typical block diagrams 
of the encoder and decoder are illustrated in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 respectively. Note that 
each of these modules have been improved in the internal behaviour when compared with the 
previous video coding standards. A brief description of the codec architecture is given below. 
2.3.2.1 Encoder 
In general, there are two basic types of frames in a group of pictures (GOP): intra. coded 
frames and inter coded frames, based on the adopted source correlation exploitation methods. 
In either case, the input frame to be encoded (Fk) is split into macroblock-s and a prediction 
signal is generated at the encoder. Intra coding exploits the spatial correlations between 
macroblock-s within the frame and inter coding exploits the temporal correlations with the 
reference frame(s). In order to facilitate this process, the encoder keeps a repository of 
reconstructed frames generated through a irconstmetionpatb (indicated by dashed lines in Figure 
2-3) mimicking the decoding algorithm. 'Mere are different types of inter coded frames (P, B 
etc. ) that vary in terms of the reference frames and the prediction modes (forward/ backward/ 
bidirectional) used in the motion estimation and compensation process. Note here that the use 
of multiple reference frames is a novel feature of the H. 264/AVC framework. The original 
frame to be encoded is then compared with the prediction signal (either intra coded or inter 
coded) to generate the residual or difference signal (Dk) for each macroblock. The residual 
signal is then transformed (DCI), quantised, reordered and finally entropy coded before 
passing to the Network Abstraction Layer (NAL), with additional data, as the encoded payload. 
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The additional data includes: macroblock prediction modes, quantiser step sizes, motion vector 
information etc. 
The reconstruction path, that min-lics the decoder flow, involves the inverse quantization and 
inverse transform of the coefficients and adding to the residual signal to generate a replica of 
the decoded signal; this is called the reconstructed frame. A filter is used to smooth the 
blocking artefacts in the reconstructed frame. Ilese frames then go to the frame repository to 
be used as reference frames in inter frame coding. 
Fk Dk 
(Current T 
x 
Reor 
I 
der Entropy Encode frame) + NAL 
ME Motion 
vectors 
F*kn Inter coding 
(Reference MG 
tames) P 
Intra coding 
+ Fk 
-- --------------------- (reconstructed 
I 
Lý + frame) , 
- 
Fk Current frame Dk - Difference macroblock 
Fk'-, Previous frame D' k - Reconstructed difference macroblock 
uFk-I Reconstructed macroblock T - Block transform 
Fk' Reconstructed filtered macroblock 
T' - Inverse block transform 
Q Quantization 
ME - Motion estimation C71 - Inverse Quantization MC - Motion Compensation X - Quantised transform coefficients P- Predicted macroblock. 
Figure 2-3: AVC encoder 
2.3.2.2 Decoder 
The decoder construction is shown in Figure 2-4 (usually drawn in the reverse direction in line 
with the reconstruction path of the encoder). Tbc input signal Cin the NAL units) are entropy 
decoded and reordered before the inverse quantization and inverse transform to generate the 
reconstructed difference signal (D, ). This is then added to the prediction signal, wl-dch is 
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generated by the motion compensation of the reference frame(s) using the motion vectors 
received from the encoder. It is noted that the prediction signal at the encoder and decoder are 
necessarily identical. A de-blocking filter is used at the end to suppress the blocking artifacts, to 
produce the decoded frames (F; 
Motion 
vectors 
Intercodin 
(Reference, mc 
f--.. % ,rIý-, P 
Intra , Pred. ' 
ý 
I=coding 
k kk Entro Q71, Pý- (dewded all + 
Reorder 
tam) II+ -1 
De" FNAL 
Figure 2-4: AVC Decoder 
There are a number of contrasting differences in the DVC framework discussed in this thesis 
in comparison to the H. 264/AVC framework briefly presented above. These changes mainly 
attribute to the source correlation exploitation mechanism and the resulting complexity balance 
between the encoder and decoder. In H. 264/AVC, the encoder is significantly more complex 
than the decoder due to: (i) motion estimation and intra prediction search and (ii) decoding 
path in the encoder. In DVC, the inter frame correlations are exploited at the decoder; thus 
resulting in a major shift of the complexity balance. This modified video coding framework is 
discussed in detail in the next sections. 
2.4 Distributed source coding 
DVC is a practical realisation of the distributed source coding (DSC) principles that were 
originally introduced by Slepian and Wolf in 1973 [2]. The Slepian-Wolf theorem discusses the 
rate conditions for the independent encoding and lossless, joint decoding of statisticany 
dependant discrete random information sequences. Later, this concept was extended for lossy 
coding with side information at the decoder by Wyner and Ziv [3] and is commonly called the 
Wyner-Ziv theorem. Wyner-Ziv coding is the practical implementation of this concept as 
followed in the current DVC frameworks. The DSC concept deviates from conventional 
source coding, in that the latter involves joint encoding of the statistically dependant 
information streams accompanied with joint decoding. 
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The Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv theorems are presented in detail in the next sub sections. 
2.4.1 Slepian- Wolf Theorem 
Lees assume that X and Y are two independently and identically distributed (H. d) and 
statistically dependant discrete random sequences. Also assume that these two sequences are 
independently encoded with bit rates Rx and Ry , respectively, yet they are necessarily 
jointly 
decoded. This jointly decoding process involves the exploitation of the source correlations 
between them as shown in Figure 2-5. 
x Encoderl Rx 
.1x Statis ically X, y x No intera 
>ion 
Joint Decoder depenýent 
X, 
Ry Encoder2 
X, Y: Input information streams 
X', Y': decoded information streams 
Figure 2-5: Distributed coding of two statisticaUy 
dependent discrete random sequences 
Slepian and Wolf have presented an analysis [2] of the possible rate combinations of Rx and 
Ry for the reconstruction of X and Y with an arbitrarily small error probability as shown 
below. 
Rx ý! H(X 1Y) 2-8 
Ry k H(Y /X) 2-9 
Rx +Ry ý! H(X, Y) 2-10 
where H (X, Y) is the joint entropy of X and Y, and H (X I Y) and H (Y I X) are their 
conditional entropies. According to the Slepian-Wolf theorem, if the total overall bit rate 
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exceeds the sununation of individual bit rates Rx and Ry and if the conditional entropy 
between X and Y is lower than the summation, then the independently encoded streams could 
be jointly decoded with arbitrarily small bit error probability. Thus, a lower bound to the bit 
rate is set to be equal to the surnmation of individual bit rates. 
In this case, there is a rate region that is achievable with the distributed coding of two statically 
dependent i. i. d. sources, X and Y for the recovery of the information with an arbitrarily small 
error probability according to the Slepian-Wolf theorem, which is illustrated in Figure 2-6. 
Here, the vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines are drawn to represent the Equation 2-8,2-9 
and 2-10 respectively. These lines represent the lower bounds for the achievable rate 
combinations of Rx and R. and thus the shaded area marks the feasible operating region. 
Joint-Encodii 
joint-Decodi 
Rx+RY=Hl 
Figure 2-6: Achievable rate region following the 
Slepian-Wolf theorem 
At this point, it is useful to theoretically compare the resulting bit rates and associated 
distortion of the above independent encoding scenario with the more conventional joint 
encoding-joint decoding scenario. In the latter, the source redundancies are exploited both at 
the encoder and decoder, thus the total minimum bit rate is equal to the joint entropy of the 
two information streams as depicted by the dashed line in Figure 2-6. 'Merefore, it can be 
concluded that there should be no theoretical loss of compression efficiency due to the 
utilization of independent encoding approach for the statistically dependent sequences 
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H(XI Y) H(X) Rx [bits] 
compared to joint encoding adopted in the conventional video compression schemes including 
the state-of-the-art H. 264/AVC. 
24.2 Wynet-Ziv Theorem 
Wyner-Ziv theorem [3] is an extension of the Slepian-Wolf theorem for lossy video 
compression scheme utilizing a statistically dependent secondary information stream at the 
decoder, which is known as side information. TI-ds case is illustrated in the Figure 2-7. 
Rl"ýZ(d) 
Statistically dependent L ------------------------------------------------- ........... 
Figure 2-7: Wyner-Ziv theorem with side 
information 
Wyner-Ziv theorem makes two major assumptions, one is that the distortion level, d is finite 
and acceptable, between the source information X and the corresponding decoded output Xý 
Iberefore, it is essentially a lossy compression scheme. The second is that a statistically 
dependent secondary information stream Y, is available at the decoder. Wyner and Ziv 
attempted to quantify the minimum bit rate to be transmitted from the encoder to the decoder, 
called the Wyner-Ziv bit rate Rwz(d) for achieving the finite distortion d between the input and 
output. Accordingly, the Wyner-Ziv theorem states that, if the statistical correlations between 
X and Y are exploited only at the decoder, the transmission rate increases compared to the 
case, where the correlations are exploited at both encoder and the decoder for the same 
average distortion, d. T'hus, the NVyner-Ziv theorem states: 
Rwz (d) ý! Rxw (d), d *a 0 2-11 
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where Rwz(d) is the XVyner-Ziv minimum encoding rate for X and Rx, ýd) is the minimum rate 
required to encode X, where Y is simultaneously available at the encoder and decoder for the 
same average distordon, d. 
When d becomes zero, or in other words when no distortion exists, the NVyner-Ziv theorem is 
equivalent to its mother theorem's results, i. e., Slepian-Wolf results. Or in simple terms, it 
emphasise that reconstructing the information sequence X that consists of an arbitrarily smaH 
error probability is possible even if the source correlations between X and the side information 
Y are exploited only at the decoder. 
2.5 Distributed Video Coding 
Initial proposals for DVC were put forward in 2002 as a realization of the distributed source 
coding principles for the video signals. Since then DVC has evolved significantly over time in 
terms of the coding framework refinements, improved compression cfficiency as well as the 
enthusiasm in the research community. T'his section provides an overview of the basic DVC 
framework- of DVC on which this research is built upon. Also, the recent developments in 
parallel research are reviewed. First, a conceptual analysis of the practical sense of the modified 
complexity balance scenario as featured in DVC is presented. 
,v 
balance of the video codecs 2.5.1 Complexit 
In video compression, removing the spatial and temporal redundancies involves rigorous 
mathematical computations, necessarily making it a computationally complex entity. In the 
conventional approach to video coding vith joint encoding and joint decoding, as is the case 
with ISO/IEC NIPEG and ITU-T H. 26x based solutions, the source coding is performed at 
the encoder. Ibus, the conventional video encoders are usually highly complex. On the other 
hand, the decoders involve much simpler algorithms allowing it to be computationally 
inexpensive. A symbolic representation of this complexity balance of the conventional coding 
structures illustrated in Figure 2-8 and the encoder complexity of such a system is typically 
expected to be 5-10 times higher than that of the decoder [1]. Ibcse types of architectures are 
mainly motivated by the very common and traditional one-to-many type of video applications 
including television broadcasting and multicasting. An example video conununication scenario 
with one video encoder and many receivers is shown in Figure 2-9. With multiple decoders, the 
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minimizing of decoder complexity to facilitate the fabrication of low cost decoders is the 
dominant consideration and hence, the conventional video coding complexity balance is 
justified for these scenarios. 
However, in contrast to the above scenario, many-to-one type applications such as the video 
surveillance rely on a large number of video sensors, capturing encoding and uploading to 
centralise. d servers as discussed earlier in section 1.1.1, and re-illustrated in Figure 2-10 for 
clarity. These scenarios necessarily demand low cost video encoder arcl-dtectures for 
economically viable deployment. 
Encoded 
(compressed) 
Input EnCoder video 0 De oder Output 
video (High complexity) (L' 21""X)Jý video 
Figure 2-8: Complexity balance of conventional 
video coding 
49 Decoder 
Decoder De er 0 
Streaming media server 
1ý6 
(video encoder) 
Decoder Decoder 
Figure 2-9: Example one-to-many type video 
communication scenario 
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Surveillance monitoring 
station 
Figure 2-10: Typical many-to-one application 
scenario 
Accordingly, a shifted complexity balance that would ideally benefit the many-to-one scenario 
is shown in Figure 2-11. The preliminary observations based on DVC algorithms that utilize 
this modified balance have shown that the encoder complexity could be brought down to 
negligible levels, i. e., to a simple state machine )xith two shift registers that are coupledwith the 
bit stream preparation circuitry. However, some additional computations have been added to 
the DVC encoder to improve performance and robustness; for example tranyom co&q and 
encoder rate controZ In general, DVC encoders are significantly lower in complexity due to the 
independent-encoding-joint-decoding property. 
Encoded 
(compressed) 
Input F-E-ncod-e- -rj video Decoder 
video (Low complexity) (High complexity) 
10 
Output 
video 
Figure 2-11: Complexity balance of distributed 
video coding 
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2.5.2 TheDVCCodec 
Two independent initiatives can be identified in literature with regard to the development of a 
DVC framework based on the distributed source coding principals. First, the University of 
Stanford, USA put forward a proposal in 2002 for pixel domain DVC, introducing two 
different types of frames called Wyner-Ziv frames and Key frames [4]. This architecture, is 
commonly identified as the Stanford DVCftamenork_ The Stanford research group have further 
extended the discussion later, also considering transform domain coding [11] and Hash based 
motion compensation 112). An architectural description of the DVC codec based on this 
framework is presented in the next section as relevant to this thesis. The second framework 
proposal for the DVC codec was presented by the University of Berkeley, CA USA, again in 
2002, under the name 'Tower-efficient, Robust, hIgh-compression, Syndrome-based 
Multimedia coding" or PRISM, as it is usually referred in the literature [5]. The PRISM encoder 
uses transform coding followed by the syndrome coding with base and refinement quantisation 
for the low frequency transform coefficients. High frequency components are more 
conventionally entropy coded. 
The Stanford framework has the advantages of lower encoder complexity and ease of 
implementation, over the PRISM framework. On the other hand, PRISM is a more robust 
architecture, and uses no key frames or a reverse channel in the base framework as in the 
Stanford case. Possibly due to the more flexible architecture, Stanford framework is far more 
popular than PRISM among DVC researchers and for the same reason, the Stanford 
framework is adopted as the basis for the research pertaining to tl-ýs thesis. 
A high level overview of the Stanford based DVC codec is illustrated in Figure 2-12. At the 
DVC encoder, a parity bit stream is generated using a channel encoding tool (typically a turbo 
encoder) and transmitted to the decoder as the Wyner-Ziv encoded payload. 7be decoder 
incorporates the corresponding channel decoding algorithm and a side information stream 
statistically correlated to the original Wyner-Ziv frame sequence is processed in the decoder 
with the parity bit stream. 'ne correlation noise in the side information compared to the 
original Wyner-Ziv sequence is modeled using a Laplacian distribution. The estimation of the 
side information at the DVC decoder plays a key role in this coding framework. 
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Figure 2-12 DVC codec: high level overview 
When the Stanford framework based DVC codec design is concerned, the pixel domain DVC 
architecture produces the lowest complex encoder, which in complexity sense would best fit 
the demands of the target applications, while transform domain design allows the encoder to 
be more complex compared to the previous design with a rewarding gain in the rate-distortion 
performance. However, it should be noted that the transform domain DVC encoder is still 
very much less complex compared to conventional video encoders. Discrete cosine transform 
(DC'I) is mostly proposed in the transform domain implementations (e. g. [11][20]). While 
Wavelet transform has also been utilized in some proposals (e. g. [21]). 
The next sections provide an architectural overview of the pixel domain and transform domain 
DVC codecs. 
2.5.3 PLyel-DomainDVCArchitecture 
A block diagram of the pixel domain DVC architecture, with turbo coding in the Slepian-Wolf 
codec, is illustrated in Figure 2-13. Figure illustrates the key functional elements of the codcc, 
including quantiser, bit plane extractor, Slcpian-\Volf encoder, and key frame encoding 
mechanism in the encoder side. The decoder structure constitutes the Slepian-Wolf decoder, 
side information generator, reconstructor, and key frame decoder as dominant functionalities. 
In the original Stanford DVC framework, there is an essential reverse information path from 
the decoder to encoder in addition to the forward path. It is used to communicate dynamic 
parity request messages from the decoder to encoder buffer. 
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The functionalities and implementation of these blocks arc discussed in the following sub- 
sections. 
2.5.3.1 Quanfization and Bit Plane Eytraefion 
Quantisation is an important function in any signal coding algorithm. In pixel domain DVC, 
this effectively means limiting the number of discrete levels each pixel takes. In the source 
unquantised video signal, each pixel is represented by 8 bits, resulting 256 quantization levels. 
The quantization function is usually described by using a series of quantization bins as 
illustrated in Figure 2-14. The number of bins is determined by the quantization parameter M. 
Pixel Value: 0 64 128 192 255 
Quantization bin: 0123 
Figure 2-14: Quantization bin formation for 2m =4 
Urniting the number of discrete levels adds the quanfisadon noise and thus this is an irreversible 
lossy coding process. 'Ille DVC codec framework incorporates a rreonshwefion function at the 
decoder to partially compensate for this quantisation noise. 
Bit plane extraction is performed in the DVC encoder to prepare the bit stream for Slepian- 
Wolf coding, by grouping together bits of compatible significance. This process is illustrated in 
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Figure 2-15 where N and n represent the number of pixels in the frame and the number of bit 
planes in the quantised signal, respectively. 
C3 eq Z 
44: * 4k 
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Bit plane #n 
Bit plane #1 
Bit plane #0 
-:: Zý 
Bit stream ....... 
Bit plane #0 #1 
d 
Figure 2-15: Bit plane extraction 
In the bit plane extraction process, the most significant bits of all pixels of a frame are 
extracted and aligned in a row, to form the first bit plane. Then the second level significant bits 
of all pixels are extracted at the end of first bit plane to form the second bit plane. The same 
process is continued for all bits of the pixels. 
It is noted that the pixel domain quantisation and bit plane extraction processes are closely 
interlinked in the implementation. In effect, the quantization could be achieved by truncating 
the final bit stream at a bit plane boundary, enclosing the desired number of bit planes. 
2.5.3.2 Sk pian-Woff Encoder 
The Slepian-Wolf coding in the Stanford DVC framework incorporates a channel coding 
algorithm to correct the noise (%rith reference to the original Wyner-Ziv bit stream in the 
encoder) in the side information. Turbo coding was used in its place in the initial DVC 
proposal by Aaron et al. [4] and the majority of subsequent DVC research followed suite. 
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Turbo Encoder 
The concept of turbo coding was presented in 1993 for channel coding in communication. 
systems by Berrou et al [13]. Turbo coding has been the technology choice for the Slepian- 
Wolf codec in DVC possibly due to the simplicity in implementation and the efficient 
performance. Turbo encoder consists of two parallel convolutional encoders separated by an 
interleaver as illustrated in Figure 2-16. 
Data bits 
Xk 
Systematic bits 
Parity bits 
Zk 
Figure 2-16: Turbo Encoder 
The structure of a convolutional encoder is defined by the generator polynomial which takes 
the form: 
GP) =[ 11 92P) /, 91 P) I 2-12 
where gP) and g, (D) are the feed-forward and feedback polynornials respectively. The 
illustration of Figure 2-17 is an example of a rate 1/2 recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) 
encoder with a generator polynomial of (1,13/15).,.,. 
Xk 
Figure 2-17: Example of an RSC encoder 
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Parity Bit Puncturer 
Periodic puncturing of the parity bit stream generated by the turbo encoder essentially plays a 
key role in determining the compression efficiency of the DVC codec. 1hrough the two 
convolutional encoders forming the turbo encoder, generate 2n number of parity bits for an 
input block of n bits. Technically, the compressed bit stream or the output of the DVC 
encoder for the input video sequence is this parity bit stream. Thus, in order to achieve a 
compression, this parity bit sequence is subject to a periodic puncturing function, where 
selected parity bits arc eliminated from the ffill stream in a periodic pattern. The parity bit 
puncturing is usually symmetrical over the two bit streams from the two convolutional 
encoders. 
In essence, the purpose of the parity bits received at the decoder is to clear the correlation 
noise in the side information with reference to the original Wyner-Ziv frame. Tbus effectively 
the parity bit rate and pattern need to be a reflection of the said correlation noise. In the 
common DVC framework, this process is realised by involving a closed feedback loop between 
the encoder and decoder. Accordingly, the parity puncturing for each block starts at an 
arbitrarily small bit rate and the pattern is dynamically optimized using the reverse channel 
feedback. 
An alternative approach is taken in the unidirectional DVC frameworks to determine the parity 
puncturing rate by predicting the correlation noise level at the encoder. 
2.5.3.3 Side Informadon 
As referenced in the Wyner-Ziv theorem [3] (see section 2.4.2), side information is a statistically 
dcpendant information stream to the original Wyner-Ziv frame sequence to be encoded. Since 
the side information is necessarily generated at the decoder to comply with the independent- 
cnýodingjoint-dccoding concept of DVC, a sequence of reference frames, called key frames, 
arc made available at the decoder to facilitate tl-ýs estimation process. The source correlations 
in the key frames are exploited in the process. The estimation accuracy, in terms of the Mgh 
correlation of derived side information frame to the corresponding original Wyncr-Ziv frame, 
is vital in decoding to a sufficiently small error rate at a minimum bit rate, as elaborated in the 
Wyner-Ziv theorem. 
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Exploiting the temporal and spatial correlations in a video stream for source coding are a well 
established functionalities in conventional video coding technologies. Motion estimation and 
compensation algorithms have been developed to exploit the temporal redundancies. This 
section presents how exploiting temporal and spatial correlations is adopted in DVC. 
Temporal prediction in DVC 
An initial proposal for generating the side information using the key frames involved a pixel 
interpolation algorithm [4]. More enhanced algorithms deploy motion estimation techniques. 
However, the motion estimation and compensation algorithms in DVC contrastingly differ 
from those used in conventional video coding. In this regard, it is worth at this point to 
comparatively analyze the distinctive approaches taken in conventional video coding and DVC. 
Motion estimation: 
A one-to-one comparison of the deployment of motion estimation algorithms in conventional 
and distributed video coding approaches is listed in Table 2-3 below. 
Table 2-3 Motion estimation in conventional and 
distributed video coding 
Conventional video coding DVC 
Performed at encoder 0 Performed at decoder 
Target frame is available for 0 Target frame (Wyner-Ziv frame) is 
estimating motion not available for estimating motion 
Actual motion field from reference 0 Motion field is estimated across 
frame to target frame is estimated. reference frames and 
intcrpolated/extrapolated. 
In DVC, the motion field is estimated between two reference frames (k-ey fi-ames) and then 
either interpolated or extrapolated based on the temporal distance between frames in the group 
of pictures (GOP) to derive the vector map for motion compensation. This process is 
illustrated in Figure 2-18 for a vector interpolation scenario. Note that in some cases, 
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extrapolation is chosen over interpolation, to avoid futurc t-cfermce franics, analogues to the I- 
B-1 and 1-11-1 GOP structures in 11.264/AVC. 
'llie motion estimation, interpolation and compensation process in Figure 2-18 is summirls'ed 
below. Note that k is the frame sequence number and Wyner-Zlv frame (k) is the target frame 
to be decoded. 
1. Motion estimation: A niacroblock-Nxise full motion scarch is performed between the 
two adjacent key frarnes: (k-1) and (k+1). 
2. Motion interpolation: two sets of motion vectors are synthesised by Intcq)(4ating, the 
motion vector map derived in step 1, to represent the motion field from either of the 
key frames towards the tarýget Wyncr-Ziv frame. Note here that the inteq)olated 
vectors are synthesised with reference to the niacroblocks on the \VN, ncr-Zlx, frarne (i-, ). 
Best match block 
Estimated Motion 
Search block vector 
Step 1: 
Motion 
Search windc w- Estimation 
------------ 
Key frame (k-1) Wyner-Ziv frame (k) Key frame (k+1) 
Step 2ý Targe , 
l: 
" 
block 
Motion 
Interpolation 
Key frame (k-1) VVyner-ziv frame (k) Key frame (k+l) 
Step 3: 
Motion 
Compensation 
Figure 2-18 Motion estimation, interpolation and 
compensation in DVC 
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Key frame (W) Wyner-Ziv frame (k) Key frame (k+l) 
3. The bi-directional motion compensation is performed using the synthesised motion 
vector maps generated in step 2. 
Spatial prediction in DVC 
Spatial prediction is not generally a viable option in the side information generation for Wyner- 
Ziv frames since no spatial information pertaining to the target frame is available at the 
decoder. However, some degree of spatial correlation exploitation is feasible for the refinement 
of side information, once aversion of initial side in o afionis generated by temporal means. An f rm 
appropriate algorithm is proposed in section 53 later in this thesis. 
It is also noted here that spatial prediction is dominantly an intra frame coding technique in 
video coding, whereas DVC focuses on inter frame coding while conventional intra frame 
coders are commonly used for coding the key frames. However, an exception is available in the 
Wyner-Ziv coding based intra frame coding solution proposed in [14]. 
. 
pian-Wolf decoder 2.5.3.4 Sle 
The Slepian-Wolf decoder incorporates the turbo decoder, the correlation noise estimation 
process that helps the optimum performance of the turbo decoding algorithm, and the error 
estimation process that facilitate the dynamic parity request using the feedback channel. Tbesc 
functions are discussed below. 
Turbo Decoder 
Turbo decoding is in iterative algorithm incorporating two soft-in-soft-out (SISO) decoders. 
The basic structure of the turbo decoder is illustrated in Figure 2-19. The turbo decoder is 
running an iterative process. The SISO decoders take 3 input information streams: 
0P soft channel inputs consisting of received parity stream 
(L, 
Yk 
) 
The term L,, represents the cbannel rrAahi, 6ý, which represents the noise modelling of the 
parity bit stream. In a typical communication scenario Lc is dependant on the channel SNR 
and the fading amplitude; thus derived through ebannel esfimajion. In DVC research, 
however, usually an error free channel is assumed. A detailed analysis of the parity 
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Figure 2-19: Turbo Decoder 
transmission over wireless channels, and related noise modelling is presented in Chapter 6 
of this thesis. y" is the received punctured parity bit stream. k 
systematic bits stream 
(Lyk) 
In the turbo decoding in Slepian-Wolf codec, the systematic bit stream is formulated from 
the side information. A discussion of the side information estimation process is presented 
later in this section. Again, L, represents the channel reliability. However, since the ebannel 
is hypothetical with regard to the side information, correlation noise modeling is 
performed to estimate the L, parameter for the side information. 
41 and the al. -iori information L(Uk) from the other constituent SISO decoder in the 
turbo decoder 
In case of rate compatible punctured turbo (RCPT) codes that are used in DVC, parity bits are 
punctured, therefore, at the decoder, zeros are mapped in to the punctured positions (Note 
that, Os and 1s in the bit stream are mapped to -I and + ý. In the first iteration of the decoder, 
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there is no apiod information about the received information; therefore, the log likelihood 
ratio (=) L(Uk ) for each bit is initialized to a common value. 
In the algorithm, once the first iteration of the SISO decoder is completed, the A-posteriori 
1J, R L(Uk 1A is subtracted by the corresponding a-priori information L(Uk ) and input 
systematic information 
(Ly') 
to derive the extrinsic LLR for the bit L, (uk). Tben the k 
extrinsic LLR is interleaved and used in the next iteration of other constituent SISO decoder as 
a-priori information L(Uk ). Once the desired number of iterations is gone, the decoded soft 
information is sent through a hard decision filter to obtain the bit stream. 
Ihe LT-R of the sequence usually converges after a number of iterations of the turbo decoder; 
effectively, the LIR distribution gradually moves away from the hard decision boundary, as 
illustrated in Figure 2-20. After a fixed number of iterations (it is generally set to be between 4 
and 8 for most cases), the iterative turbo decoder completes its decoding of one data block. 
And a hard decision decoding is performed to extract the decoded output bit stream. 
After the first iteration 
'0 
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Figure 2-20 LLR convergence in turbo decoding 
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Correlation Noise Modelling 
The side information estimated at the decoder as discussed in section 2.5.3.3 is used in the 
Slepian-Wolf decoder. This side information is usually modelled as a noisy version of the 
original Wyner-Ziv frame, or in effect the systematic infort-nation stream of the turbo encoder 
utilised at the Slepian-Wolf encoder. The hypothetical channel between the original Wyner-Ziv 
frame and the side information is illustrated in Figure 2-21. 
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Figure 2-21 The Hypothetical channel model for 
side information 
1hus, the estimation of the statistical properties of this hypothetical channel applied to the 
systematic bit stream, or in effect modelling the correlation noise between the side information 
and the original Wyner-Ziv frame, is vital for the efficient performance of the turbo decoder. 
Ihe estimation accuracy of this statistical noise model affects the parity bit rate the decoder 
takes to clear the noise in side information to generate the decoded bit stream. 
The correlation noise (N) in side information can be expressed as: 
N=X-Y 2-13 
where X and Y represent the original Wyner-Ziv information and side information 
respe ctively. It is common to assume that this correlation noise is Laplacian distributed as: 
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a aINI 2-14 
2 
where a is the Laplacian distribution parameter [15]. However, other researchers have 
reported that either a Gaussian or Laplacian noise model could be utilised here [16]. The 
dynamic estimation of this noise is a major research problem. In many DVC proposals, offline 
and perfect noise estimations that compare the original Wyner-Ziv frame and side information 
have been utilised. Commonly the Laplacian parameter is estimated at sequence leveL but due 
to the local variations of the distribution, a frame level or macroblock level estimation produce 
better results. An analysis of the corresponding performance gains is reported in [15]. 'Ibc 
same paper proposes an algorithm for the dynamic estimation of the noise parameters at the 
decoder based on a pixel domain DVC framework. 
Error Estimation 
In the Stanford DVC framework, with the feedback channel, the estimation of the qmak. * of 
the output of turbo decoder plays a critical role. In the Slepian-Wolf coder, for each block of 
data, parity bit request messages are dynamically sent to the encoder buffer. The decision 
criterion for sending a parity request message is the quahtv of the decoded output being above a 
preset threshold. One possible approach to define the qwahýv of the decoded output is in terms 
of its BER with reference to the original Wyner-Ziv bit stream. Accordingly, a perfect error 
estimation technique (using the original Wyner-Ziv bit stream it self for the comparison) has 
been utilised in initial DVC proposals [4]. Even though this is an impractical approach, it has 
been followed in many subsequent works, as a workaround solution. 
In addition to the original purpose of dynamically terminating the parity request loop between 
the decoder and the encoder buffer in the Slepian-Wolf codec, the error estimation of the 
decoded block fulfills an important functionality in the refinement algorithms [17][18] 
discussed later in this thesis. In these scenarios, the decoded blocks with a noise level above 
threshold are forwarded to refinement. 
A practical solution to the problem of terminating parity request loop is proposed in [19]. This 
involves the monitoring of Logarithm of the A Posteriori Probability (LAPP) ratio in the SISO 
decoders. It is known that, higher the absolute value of LAPP ratio for a bit, the confidence in 
making the hard decision for the bit is higher. 1bus the average LAPP ratio is calculated for 
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each block of bits after each iteration and is compared against a preset threshold. Usually the 
absolute LAPP ratio increases after each iteration, and once it goes above the threshold, the 
parity request loop is terminated. Note here that a similar approach has been conventionally 
tested in turbo coding albeit in a different context; i. e. to terminate the internal iterations loop 
between the SISO decoders. 
2.5.3.5 Reconstr7iction., Inverse 2uantiýation 
Ibc function of the Reconstruction module incorporated in the DVC decoder is to 
compensate for the quantization noise introduced at the encoder. Effectively, when the pixel 
domain DVC coding framework- is concerned, reconstruction increases the pixel precision by 
increasing the number of bits per pixel, wl-&h was reduced in the quantization. The decoded 
bit stream is inverse bit plane ex-traded (the inverse process of bit plane extraction process 
discussed earlier in this chapter) to generate the decoded frame of quantised pixels. Then the 
side information frame for the corresponding Wyner-Ziv frame is utilized in the reconstruction 
module. 
Reconstruction algorithm 
An initial solution for pixel-by-pixel reconstruction is incorporated to the DVC codec by 
Aaron et al in the original Stanford proposal [4]. Ms has been followed in majority of 
subsequent DVC proposals, possibly due to its simplicity in implementation, and very effective 
performance. A technical description of the Stanford reconstruction algorithm follows. 
Let's assume x as the original pixel to be encoded, y as the corresponding side information 
pixel value and i to be the reconstructed pixel after decoding. In this algorithm, the 
reconstructed pixel i is calculated considering the corresponding side information value y 
and the corresponding quantization bin boundaries as: 
Z y< Z- 
y Z-<y<z' 2-15 
Zy>Z 
where z- and z' represent the lower and upper edges of the decoded quantization bin. 
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A graphical presentation of this algorithm for four quantization bins is illustrated in Figure 
2-22. 
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Where 
Xi - Reconstructed pixel value (output of the reconstruction function) 
Yj - Corresponding pixel value in side information 
qj - Decoded quandsed pixel value 
Figure 2-22: Reconstruction algorithm (4 
quantization levels) 
The reconstructed pixel value, X, is derived as X', = E(Xj I qj, Y, ), where Xi is the original 
unquantized pixel value, q, is the decoded symbol and Yj is the corresponding unquantized 
pixel value that is taken from the side information. If a given pixel of the side infon-nation, Y, is 
within the reconstruction bin of the corresponding quantised pixel q,, then X, takes the value 
of Y, . If Y, resides outside the bin, the function clips the reconstruction towards the boundary 
of the bin closest to Y, - 
If the side information is highly correlated uith the original Wyner-Ziv frame (that is the 
property of good side information), there will be a higher hit rate into the appropriate 
reconstruction bin, so that this reconstruction algorithm produces very good results and the 
number of pixels getting clipped off will be lower. However, where the motion content of a 
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particular video sequence is high, side information is generally expected to be less close to the 
original frame due to the estimation errors. TI-iis will result a higher frequent occurrences of 
falling out of the bin. This would create irritating artefacts particularly when the quantization is 
coarse. This unfolds a drawback of the Stanford reconstruction algorithm: the non-reflection 
of the statistical properties of the information, particularly the spatial correlations within the 
frame. 
25.4 Transform-DomainDVCAfcbitecture 
Use of transform coding is an established concept in video coding. It helps the compression 
efficiency by reducing the spatial redundancies within the frames. The same effects have 
motivated the incorporation of transform coding in the DVC codec. Discrete cosine transform 
(DC'f) has been most commonly used [11][20], however wavelet transform has also been 
proposed in literature [21]. An illustration of the transform domain DVC codec is presented in 
Figure 2-23. 
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Figure 2-23: Transform domain DVC codec 
architecture using turbo coding 
Except for the additional DCT and IDCT modules and some functional difference in the 
quantisation and reconstruction algorithms, the codec architecture is very similar to that of the 
pixel domain codec. The functionalities of the contrasting blocks are discussed below. 
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Discrete cosine transform (DCT) and IDCT 
The DCT function in DVC utilizes the integer 4X4 block based transform as defined in 
H. 264/AVC [22]. This involved a two dimensional matrix transform achieved through two one 
dimensional transforms in the horizontal and vertical directions for each row and column of 
the 4X4 sample matrix from the source picture. niis utilizes the 4X4 transform matrix [22]: 
2 -1 -2 H= 2-16 
-1 -2 
2 -1_ 
Applying the matrix multiplication to all non-overlapping 4X4 blocks of the picture involve 
only 16 bit arithmetic that can be implemented using only additions subtractions and shifts, 
which is not too computer intensive for the low complex DVC encoder to bear. This will 
transform each 4X4 block of pixels into a 4X4 block of DCT coefficients, each coefficient 
representing some degree of spatial correlation within the pixel block. The significance of 
information carried in each cocfficient varies in terms of the image energy. Ibc top-left 
coefficients, which correspond to the low frequency components of the carried information 
(see Figure 2-24), are more significant considering the human visual perception; human eye is 
less sensitive to the high frequency components of spatial information. This feature is exploited 
in the transform domain quantization described in the next section. 
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Figure 2-24 Transform coefficients 
Then the inverse DCT PCI) performed at the end of decoder, utilizes the below inverse 
transform matrix as defined in the H. 264/AVC standard [22]: 
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11 1/2 
1 1/2 -1 -1 2-17 
1 -1/2 -1 1 
-1 -1 
1 -1/2_ 
Transform domain quantisation 
Each DCT coefficient is quantised for compression. The number of quantization levels for 
each coefficient band is determined by its significance in terms of the effect to the human 
visual perception as discussed above. Accordingly, a set of quantization matrices arc defined as 
shown in Figure 2-25, which reads the number of quantization levels allocated for each band 
[20]. Each matrix in Figure 2-25 yields one rate distortion point in the codec performance 
evaluation. 
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Figure 2-25 Quantization matrices 
2.9.5 Recent developments in DVC 
Two pioneering DVC proposals beating distinct frameworks have been proposed by the 
Universities of Stanford [4] and Berkeley [5]. The Stanford framework has been followed in 
majority of the subsequent research works on DVC and a number of structural enhancements 
are presented in literature, many of them focusing on the side information estimation process. 
A few selected notable contributions are listed below as relevant to the research activities 
discussed in this thesis. 
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Side information improvement 
Side information generation has been the most widely focused aspect in DVC research, 
understandably due to its large impact to the rate distortion performance of the codec. 
Between 2002 and 2004, very limited literature has been published in this area, in fact DVC as 
a whole. Among them Aaron et al. proposals are dominant which considers simple pixel 
interpolation [4] and motion interpolation /extrapolation techniques [23] to predict the side 
information. Hash based motion compensation is proposed in [24]. Since 2005, a marked 
increase of research activity in DVC is noted. In 2005, Tagliasaccchi et al. proposed a motion 
compensated temporal filtering technique [25]. Natirio et al. proposed an algorithm to generate 
side information based on motion field smoothening to provide improved performance [26]. 
Ascenso et al. presented another scheme using motion interpolation to derive the side 
information [27]. Artigas et al. proposed an iterative generation process for motion 
compensated side information [28]. 
In 2006, from our research group, Adikari et al. presented a sequential motion estimation 
technique using luminance and chrominance components of the frame [29]. Kubasov et al. 
presented a Mesh-based motion compensated interpolation approach PO]. A technique to 
improve performance by sending additional hash information to help side information was 
proposed in P1]. A modified recursive search block matching approach was discussed by 
Chien et al. in P2jAnew interpolation strategy with a, multi-estimation mode framework was 
published in [33]. Tagliasaccchi et al. further devised a Kalman filtering problem for 
comparison of three different scenarios: motion estimation at the encoder; motion 
interpolation at the decoder; and motion extrapolation at the decoder P4]. Dalai et al proposed 
a non-stationary noise model for the side information in [35]. 
In 2007, A novel motion compensated fi-ame interpolation method for improving side 
inforniation was proposed in [36] using edge information of decoded frames to generate more 
accurate interpolated frame. In P7], the authors propose a spatial splitting of the frames to 
enable exploiting the spatial correlations at the decoder to enhance the side information 
generation process. Yixuan et al. present a ffill search for improving side information P8]. 
Then a rate-distortion analysis of motion-compensated interpolation at the decoder was 
presented by Taghasacchi in P9]. 
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In some more recent work in 2008, a side information refinement by exploiting spatio- 
temporal correlation was presented by Ko et al. [40]. Another refined algorithm was proposed 
by Feng et al. in [41]. Badern et al. proposed a side information refinement using motion 
estimation in DC domain for transform-based DVC in [42]. 
Improving the coding framework 
A number of proposals have been reported attempting to enhance the codec performance by 
modi6jing the coding framework. Accordingly, in 2006, Ascenso et al. suggested an adaptive 
GOP length scheme based on the motion activity of the frames [431. Also, Tonomura et al. 
proposed a JPEG 2000 based DVC scheme in [44]. In 2007, an inverse bit plane decoding 
order was presented by Vatis et al. in [45]. In some other work, a scalable DVC solution was 
proposed in [46]. A block-adaptive coding scheme for transform domain DVC was proposed 
by Chien et al. in [47]. More recently in 2008, Martinez et al. presented a machine learning 
based approach to address the problem of reverse channel in [48]. 
DVC based Video Communications 
Due to the premature nature of DVC research, the transmission channel noise is vastly 
ignored. A study of the error resilience of the DVC framework was presented by J. Pedro et al 
in [80] considering a packet based network. Several aspects of video compression and 
transmission in relation to wireless broadband networks were discussed using the PRISM 
architecture in [49]. 
Reconstruction in DVC 
A basic reconstruction model was incorporated in the original Stanford proposal [4]. More 
enhanced approaches for this purpose were presented in [50] and [51] known as the minimum 
mean square error (IANISE) techniques. In [50], Vatis et al. made use of the average statistical 
distribution of the transform coefficients. In other notable reconstruction proposal [51], 
Kubasov et al. developed an algorithm to compute the reconstructed value i as the 
expectadonE[xlx(=-[z-, z'), y] of the random vatiablex, where z-, z" are the 
reconstruction bin boundajics. 
Odier notable contributions 
There are numerous other literature proposing very effective modifications to the DVC codec 
for improving and analysing the performance. Ishwar et al. [52] presented an information 
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theoretic study of video codecs based on source coding with side information. %Vu ct al. 
proposed a non-unifonn scalar quantiser based DVC implementation in [53]. A low complex 
DVC decoder using Wyner-Ziv coding with universal prediction was introduced in [54]. A 
critical rate distortion analysis of DVC and conventional coding schemes in the light of motion 
compensation was presented in [55]. 
Whereas turbo coding is the most common coding tool used in the Slepian-Wolf coder in the 
Stanford framework, other approaches have also been presented. As an example, Schonberg et 
al. discussed an the capabilities of achieving the Slepian-Wolf boundaries using Low Density 
Parity Check (LDPC) back in 2002 [56]. Some increasing attention on LDPC coding for this 
purpose has been recently evident. As an example, Westerlaken et al. discussed an LDPC based 
DVC design in [57]. Wang et al. presented a lattice vector quantisation (LVQ) based DVC 
scheme with LDPC in [58]. Hao Wang et al. prepared performance comparisons of different 
channel codes for DVC considering turbo codes and LDPC codes [59]. 
An analysis of the decoder complexity in DVC was presented by Fang et al. in [60]. 
While it is common to use DCT in the transform domain coding framework, some DVC 
proposals using wavelet coding are presented in [61], [62] and [63]. 
Some discussions are found in literature on the topic of correlation noise modelling in relation 
to the side information. In 2006, DaW et al. presented the paper [64] on improving the codec 
integration through better correlation noise modelling. In [65] Lin-Bo et al. proposed a novel 
algorithm to model the non-stationary correlation noise statistics to improve the coding 
performance. Also, they have presented a related discussion on dynamic estimation of the 
virtual channel model in [66]. 
Two different aspects of the quantization in DVC are presented in [67] and [68], both of whýich 
are mutually independent of the quantization-related discussion in this thesis. [67] presented a 
nested scalar quantization and [68] presented a J-loyd-Max-based Non-Uniform Quantization 
Scheme. 
In other different aspects of DVC, Maitre et al. presented a 3D scene modeling scheme for 
DVC [69]. Considering a multiview DVC scenario, a side information generation by fusion 
approach was proposed in [70]. In more recent work in 2008, a hybrid spatial and temporal 
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error concealment technique was proposed by Yc ct al. in r7l]. In [72], a zero motion skip and 
efficient DCT coefficient encoding algorithm was proposed based on an analysis of the zig-zag 
scan, run length code, and skipped macroblock techniques used in conventional video coding 
to improve the compression efficiency. In [73], Bemardini presented a performance evaluation 
of the DVC schemes considering a wavelet code and a non-feedback structure. 
2.6 Conclusion 
This chapter presented a review of the existing video coding technologies as related to the 
proposed scope of this thesis. A brief overview of the basics of video coding and the 
conventional video coding technologies was followed by an introduction to the distributed 
source coding principles governing the DVC paradigm. A detailed description of the existing 
DVC framework was then presented to help in understanding how and where the proposed 
technical proposals fit into the codec framework. This was followed by a review of the recent 
developments in DVC research. 
The next four chapters present the technical proposals pertaining to this thesis starting with a 
ITCM based solution for the Slepian-Wolf codec in the DVC framework. 
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Chapter 3 
DISTRIBUTED VIDEO CODEC BASED ON TURBO TRELLIS CODED 
MODULATION 
In the DVC codec architectures based on the Stanford framework-, the Slepian-Wolf coder 
incorporates a channel coding technique, to generate a parity bit stream for the Wyner-Ziv 
frames. In this regard, turbo coding has been the most commonly utilized technique 14][201. 
Other options considered in related research include Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes 
[57]. In this chapter, an alternative novel approach for Slepian-Wolf coding is presented 
utilizing Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation (ITCM). Trellis coded modulation (TCM) and 
TTCM have been long-known in relation to communications applications for its high coding 
gain. Here, its cfficient features are exploited to improve the compression efficiency of DVC. 
The motivation of the proposed research, the implementation aspects in using TFCNI in the 
Slepian-Wolf codec, and simulation results arc discussed in the following sections. First, an 
overview of TCM andITCM is presented. 
3.1 Overview of TCM and TTCM 
Trellis coded modulation [74] is a combined coding and modulation scheme, which is 
identified in communications as a bandwidth cfficient signalEng scheme. Even though the 
proposed DVC implementation does not use it as a modulation scheme in the same context, 
an understanding of the basic concepts and terminology is useful in realizing the proposed 
technique. 
TCM combines ordinary rate R=k 1(k + 1) binary convolutional codes with an Af-ary signal 
constellation (where M=2 k+1 > 2). In doing this, a coding gain can be achieved without 
increasing the symbol transmission rate. Ibc key feature here is that the redundant bits 
introduced by coding do not constitute extra symbols; but simply expand the size of the signal 
constellation. This inevitably yields a bandwidth saving; vital in a communications system. 
Some typical phase shift keying (PSKý two dimensional signal constellations arc illustrated in 
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Figure 3-1. Amplitude modulation (AM) can also be used in generating TCM signal 
constellations. 
4-PSK 8-PSK 
Figure 3-1 Typical PSK signal constellations 
Convolutional Encoder for TCM 
A rate 2/3 convolutional encoder structure that could be used to generate the redundant 
(parity) bits to expand the signal constellation for 8-PSK TCM is illustrated in Figure 3-2, 
together. with the associated trellis diagram. In the encoder diagram in Figure 3-2, Uj (D) and 
Vj (D) correspond to the input and output bits of the encoder respectively. 
Note here that high rate encoders, typical1y with only one redundant bit per symbol, are 
commonly utilized in TCM. This helps in meeting the energy constraints per signal point, in 
expanding the signal constellation in comparison to uncoded symbols. Here, minimum rquarrd 
Emckdean (IýJSE) distance (d 2) and minimumfire squand Emcýdean (NIFSE) distance (d 2) are min free 
important parameters in determining the type of signal constellation. 
In decoding, the Viterbi algorithm metric for two dimensional signal constellations is the 
distance in the Euclidean space. 'fbercfore, the mapping of symbols on to the Euclidean space 
is very important in TCM. This problem is addressed by a concept called ma . 
ppin ,g4 set 
paififioning [74]. 
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16-PSK 
U2(P) 
ul(D) 
Figure 3-2 Rate 2/3 encoder diagram, and 
associated trellis for 8-PSK TCM 
V2(D) 
VI(D) 
VO(D) 
3. M Setpardtioning 
Set partitioning is the process of assigning binary labels to the signal points in the chosen 
constellation (for e. g. 8-PSKý representing the encoder output blocks. The design criterion in 
set partitioning is the maxin-dzadon of the NIFSE distance d2 of the overall TCM system. free 
This process involves the successive partitioning of the signal set into smaller subsets of equal 
size, and thereby generating a tree structure where each signal point corresponds to a unique 
path through the tree. An example set partitioning tree for B-PSK TCM is shown in Figure 3-3. 
It can be observed from Figure 3-3 that the minimum Euclidean distance, d, (and thus MSE 
distance d2) between the corresponding signal points at each level increases as we move nin 
down the tree. Thýs yields an important property of resilience to noise of the signal bit that 
represents the set partitioning level in the tree. nus the signal bits corresponding to lower 
levels in the tree are in effect better protected. Conversely, the signal bits that need better 
protection could be placed at the bottom of the set partitioning tree. 
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Symbol mapping is the process of generating the modulated symbols (e. g. 8-PSK) for the 
encoded bit stream, following the set partitioning algorithm discussed above. Figure 3-4 
Mustrates this process. 
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3. L2 Tutbo TCM(7TCM) 
'ITCM encoder incorporates two parallel TCM encoders separated by an interleaver as 
illustrated in Figure 3-5. Both TCM encoders generate parity bits at identical rate and usually a 
symmetric puncturing pattern is used to select parity bits for transmission to the decoder. 
Data 
bits 
Symbols 
Figure 3-5 ITCNI Encoder 
3.2 Channel coding in the Slepian-Wolf coder 
Based on the understanding of the TICM technology as discussed above, let's focus on the 
design and implementation aspects of introducing it into the DVC framework-. It is noted here 
that incorporating a channel coding technique in the Slepian-Wolf coder is somewhat different 
in context to the conventional usage of channel codes, even though the same encoding and 
decoding principles apply. 
When turbo coding is concerned, a typical communication channel scenario will involve the 
transmission of both systematic and parity bit streams produced in the encoder, to the decoder 
over the channel. However DVC, %ith turbo coding only transn-dt the parity stream over the 
channel; systematic bit stream is sourced locally through side information. Yet, the same 
decoding principles as in conventional turbo coding holds since the side information is 
modelled as the original systematic bit stream passed over a hypothetical channel. On this 
backdrop, the use of ITCM in the Slepian-Wolf is in itself a unýique situation owing to the joint 
coding and modulation aspect of ITCM. 
In the proposed solution presented in this thesis, the above problem of joint encoding and 
modulation scenario is managed by distributing the TrCNI encoding process over the DVC 
encoder and decoder; the parity bit stream is generated at the DVC encoder, whereas mapping 
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to the signal constellation is performed at the DVC decoder. The proposed implementation is 
discussed in the next section. 
33 DVC codec widi TTCM 
The design of the Slepian-Wolf encoder and decoder incorporating ITCM principles is 
presented in this section. 
3.3.1 YTCMbasedDVC encoder 
A pixel domain DVC framework with the feedback channel as discussed earlier in chapter 2 is 
utilised as the basis for the implementation. As illustrated in Figure 3-6, the bit stream for the 
Slepian-Wolf encoding is prepared as normal by quantisation and bit plane extraction. Then a 
turbo trellis encoder, with two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders, is used to 
generate a parity bit stream. A rate 1/2 RSC encoder with a constraint length (1ý of 4 and a 
generator polynomial of [1102].,, as shown in Figure 3-7 is used in the implementation. 
Input Turbo Parity i Bit plane 
I Punctured 
Wyner-Ziv Quantiser -0ý Trellis Buffer/ parity bit 
Frames Extractor Encoder H puncturer stream 
......................................... 
Figure 3-6 DVC encoder block diagram uith 
TTCM 
Data Systematic bits 
bits 0 
+ Parity T bits 
Figure 3-7 The RSC encoder in the ITCM encoder 
Unlike in a conventional'ITCM scenario in communications, the parity bit stream generated in 
the turbo trellis encoder is stored in a buffer and the systematic bit stream is discarded. The 
parity bit stream is then punctured at regular intervals and transmitted to the decoder in chunks 
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depending on the parity request messages received dynamically over the reverse feedback 
channel. 
3.3.2 YTCMbasedDVC decoder 
The DVC decoder architecture is modified from the existing pixel domain DVC decoder 
framework to incorporate the signal mapping and ITCM decoding functionalities. The 
modified DVC decoder block diagram is shown in Figure 3-8. Each individual block is 
desctibed below. 
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Figure 3-8 DVC decoder block diagram with 
TrCM 
3.3.2.1 Sjmbolma 
. 
ppiq 
The considered implementation incorporates a 4-PSK signal constellation. In this case, I data 
bits and I parity bit would be enclosed into one PSK symbol. The associated set partition is 
shown in Figure 3-9. The systematic data bit to be protected would be placed at the second 
level with a higher Euclidean distance (d, ) between two constellation points compared to first 
level (d, ). 
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Figure 3-9 4-PSK set partitioning 
In mapping to the 4-PSK symbols, the systematic bit stream is sourced from the side 
information, locally generated at the decoder. A comparison of the bit stream sourcing in the 
conventional TTCM case and in the DVC scenario is illustrated in Figure 3-10. First, Figure 
3-10 (a) sows both systematic and parity bits from the trellis encoder. Ilen Figure 3-10 (b) 
shows the modification proposed for the DVC codec. 
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It is noted that in DVC, the parity bit stream is subjected to periodic puncturing at the encoder 
before transmission to the decoder to acMeve bit rate compression. This means that the 
systematic (side information) and parity bit streams are not balanced at the symbol mapping 
module, and thus the input cannot be mapped to the 4-PSK signal constellation. This problem 
is addressed by introducing a dual-mapper fiinction, which falls back to a binary PSK (BPSK') 
modulation scheme when the parity bit is not available due to puncturing as shown in Figure 
3-11. 
-0 
1 
-0 
Figure 3-11 BPSK signal constellation. for symbols 
when parity bit is punctured 
3.3.2.2 TTCM Decoft 
The TrCM decoder incorporates a non-binary symbol based MAP algorithm [74]. The 
schematic of the TTCM decoder is presented in Figure 3-12. Since the parity bit stream is 
punctured at the encoder for shrinking the bit rate, the symbol mapping needs to be adapted as 
discussed in the previous section, by identifying the punctured bit positions. Ile hard decision 
decoding is performed after a number of soft iterations of the TFCM decoder as shown in 
Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12 Schematic diagram of the ITCM 
decoder 
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3.3.3 Codec integration 
The integration of the fiffl DVC codec incorporating the 'ITCM technology is illustrated in 
Figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13 TrCM based DVC codec 
As in the common Stanford DVC framework, the pixel domain quantiser is used to achieve the 
different rate-distortion points for the codec. The bit plane extraction is performed to generate 
the bit stream for the Slepian-Wolf encoder. 11c turbo trellis encoder generates the parity bit 
stream, which is then punctured and transmitted to the decoder. In thýis framework-, the key 
frames shall be transmitted to the decoder using existing intra frame coding techniques (e. g. 
H264/AVC intra coding). During the simulations presented in the next section, the key frames 
are assumed to be available lossless for the generation of side information. 
At the decoder, the side information is generated by exploiting the temporal correlations in the 
adjacent intra-dccoded key frames. A pixel interpolation algorithm is utilized in this 
implementation used for the simulations presented here. Accordingly, the pixel position 
(i, j) of the side information Y. is derived using the intra decoded key frames XM as: 
Y y' j) = -L (x' 2 m-1 
(i, j) + xm (i, j» 3-1 
where m is the frame number. 11-ic signals are mapped to a combination of 4-PSK and BPSK 
symbols using the side inforniation and parity bit streams, and the ITCM decoding is 
performed as discussed earlier in this chapter. The TTCM decoder runs for 6 iterations. Error 
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estimation is performed on the decoded bit stream similar to that utilized in the common 
feedback based DVC framework, as discussed earlier in chapter 2. The parity request messages 
are sent to the encoder based on the BER derived in the error estimation being above a pre-set 
threshold. A frame reconstruction function is finally used to smooth reduce the quantization 
noise in the decoded output. 
As discussed earlier in chapter 2, the side information generated by the temporal interpolation 
of key frames is modelled using the original Wyner-Ziv firame information and a hypothetical 
channel noise. Most commonly, this noise is said to follow a Laplacian model, yet a 
resemblance with either Laplacian or Gaussian distributions is reported in [16]. Howcvcr, 
estimation of the statistical properties of this correlation noise is an open research problem. In 
this regard, the sensitivity of the TrCM decoder in the DVC codec to the estimation accuracy 
is also tested in the simulations assuming both Laplacian and Gaussian noise models. 
3.3.4 Simulations and Results 
The DVC codec with the TrCM in Slepian-Wolf coding is simulated for test video sequences 
using the test conditions listed below. 
Test conditions 
* Video sequences: Forrman, Caýpbonr, QCIF (176xl44); YUV 4: 2: 0; 100 frames; Wyner- 
Ziv frame rate: l5fýs; GOP size: 2 
0 Bit rate and PSNR calculated and displayed only for Wyner-Ziv frames, and averaged 
over the sequence. 
0 PSNR is calculated for the luminance signals only. 
0 Each rate-distortion point is achieved for pixel domain quantiser parameter. Af, where 
2m = 12,4,8,161 defines the number of quantizadon levels. 
The rate-distortion performance results for the Foreman and Caýphone sequences are shown in 
Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15 respectively. 
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Ibe simulation results of the proposed DVC codec are compared with other Nrideo coding 
techniques currently available including: 
0 DVC codec proposed by Aaron et al [4] using a turbo decoder with side information 
by average interpolation. 
& H. 263+ and H. 264/AVC codecs 
The results show up to 6dB improvement in terms of the PSNR compared to that of a turbo 
codec with equivalent side information generation [4] as used in our implementation. The 
lower relative improvement for the Ca0bone sequence may be a result of the lower motion 
activity level of the sequence, thus the correlation noise in the side information is less and 
accordingly the room for improvement in the Slepian-%Volf coding performance is less. Other 
results using the conventional coding approaches, including state-of-the-art H. 264/AVC codec 
are presented for the completeness in comparison. 'Mese are based on the redundancy 
exploitation at the encoder and it is understood that DVC rate-distortion perfoffnance still lags 
behind them by a notable margin. 
Note here that enhanced side information estimation algorithms will significantly improve the 
overall performance of the codcc. Further, it is noted that the simulations presented here 
involve RSC encoders of constraint length of 4 whereas the codec proposed in [4] uses length 
of 5. Shorter constraint length means reduced computational complexity. 
Sensitivity to correlation noise estimation 
The sensitivity of the TrCM based coding algorithm to the accuracy of the correlation noise 
estimation is tested- This analysis is considered as significant since a precise estimation of the 
correlation noise in the side information is still an open research problem. 
As per the experimental observations, this noise in the considered side information stream 
proved to sufficiently closely resemble both Gaussian and Laplacian distributions. The 
statistical distribution parameters depend on a number of parameters; mainly the motion 
activity level and locality in each frame. As a result, when using the video codecs with side 
information, some sensitivity of the performance to the estimation accuracy of the noise 
distribution related parameters utilized in the maximum a posteriori WP) decoding algorithm 
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is naturafly expected. I lo-,,,, e\-cr, the ITCNI based decoder used in this implemcntation shows a 
significant in-u-nunity to the sub-optimal estimations. 
-I'lic simulation setup is described below: 
The decoded picture quality is maintained at a constant level bý fixing the quantisation 
levcl (4 cluantisation Icvels), side information quality and the decoding [if -'R threshold. 
0 The correlation noise parameters used in the NIAP decoder are manually varied. 
Effectively this bccomes the only independent variable. 
I'lius, in the closed loop feedback based Slepian-Wolf codec, the bit rate bcconles a funcfion of 
the statistical noise parameters used in the TNIAP decoder. 'I'lic bit rate is measurcd in terms of 
average bits per pixel (bpp) and the results for the Forelmin sequence are illustrated in Figure 
3-16 and Figure 3-17 for the Gaussian and Laplacian noisc models rcspcctivelý . 
'17hese results indicate that in addition to the bit rate for TFCNI being lower than the 
corresponding výdue for turbo coding, the earlier is N-cry stable over the range of noise variance 
parameter tcsted. 
It is believed that this feature of the based DVC codec presented in this chapter would 
be very beneficial in realisation of a practical DVC' codcc, \, dicii used over dynamically \-arying 
motion levels since complex algoritlims for estimating the correlation noise may be avoided. 
cl Turbo codi 
m TTCM_tý 
- 
1-, lgure 3-16 Perfon-nance comparison using 
Gaussian noisc modcl 
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3.4 Conclusion 
A channel coding algorithm is incorporated within the Slepiali-\Volf codec in the Stanford 
DVC frarnework., Turbo coding has bccri the dominant choice of channel coding technology 
while I, DPC also has been tried. In this regard, a novel approach vvas proposed in this chapter 
by introducing the Tr(, Ni concept into DVC. This proposal was motivated by the high coding 
gairi of TFC-M. In designing the TYC'M based SIcpianAVoIf codec, notably, encoder 
was arranged so that the parity bit stream generated at the encoder is punctured and 
transmitted as a bit stream to the Slepian-\X'()If decoder for mapping into the complex symbols 
in conjunction \kith the side inforination. A sct-partitioning technique was utilised in mapping 
to the signal constellation for optimising the decoding performance. 'I'lic performance of the 
proposed YFCNI based codec was compared \kith the more conventional turho coding based 
approach. The simulation results depict a significant rate (. 1istortion pci-formancc gain in using 
the proposcd approach in the DVC codec. 
'I'lic next chapter focuses on identifying the potential problerns caused by the Irre, im, dwnwl in 
the existing Stanford DVC frarnework, and proposing an L'ffCCtl', 'C solution to this reverse 
channel problem based on a Unidirectional DVC frarne,, vork. 
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Chapter 4 
UNIDIRECTIONAL DVC FRAMEWORK 
The common DVC architecture based on the Stanford framework incorporates a reverse 
(feedback) channel forming a closed loop between the encoder and the decoder [4]. In this 
feedback based implementation, as discussed in detail in chapter 2, the decoding process starts 
with arbitrarily small amount of parity bits per block (the block size in the Slepian-Wolf coder 
is an implementation-dependant parameter) and error estimation is performed on the output of 
the decoder. If the derived bit error rate (BER) is above a pre-set threshold, a parity bit request 
message is sent to the parity buffer held at the encoder. The reverse fccdback channel is utilised 
to communicate these dynamic parity request messages from the decoder to the encoder 
ensuing in an optimum dynamic rate-control implementation. However it is observed that this 
dynamic feedback mechanism is a practical hindrance in a number of practical scenarios. Some 
of the drawbacks of this closed loop coding firamework can be identified as: 
0 There is a variable delay in decoding each block, based on the number of iterations the 
closed loop takes to achieve the desired BER. If the transmission delay between the 
transtnitter and receiver is large, the above delay will prohibit any real time coding 
operation. 
The closed loop is feasible only in real-time coding scenarios. Ilis does not permit 
continuous on-site data storage for offline processing, which is a very common 
necessity of practical video coding applications. 
0 Not suitable when a reverse communication channel is not available or having one is 
highly expensive. 
Unidirectional DVC is a concept that proposes a practical solution to this problem. Ibis 
chapter discusses practical considerations in designing unidirectional DVC algorithms and 
present appropriate solutions. Here, two distinct approaches are taken in designing a 
unidirectional DVC codec as described below. 
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Encoder rate control (ERC): Conceptually, ERC is the process of taking the rate 
decisions at the encoder, 'without receiving supporting information from the decoder. 
A few ERC algorithms are presented in this chapter. 
2. Decoded frame refinement: ThLis is a novel concept that proposes dynamic iterative 
refinement of decoded frame sequence at no additional bit rate burden and no 
interaction with the parity pattern selection or any ERC processes involved. An 
implementation algorithm is presented later in tl-ýs chapter. 
It is understood that any ERC algorithm will add some computational complexity to the 
otherwise extremely low complex DVC encoder. Decoded frame refinement, on the other 
hand does not affect the low encoder complexity feature. The additional processing power 
demanded in the decoder, in die latter option, could be considered a practically less of a burden 
in the many-to-onc type video communication systems targeted by DVC. 
Now let's start with a deeper discussion of the concept of rate conIMI as applicable to DVC, for 
the ease of understanding the challenges faced in ERC. A few implementation algoridims; for 
ERC are presented in section 4.2. Ihen the section 4.3 proposes an advanced algoritlun for 
decoded frame refinement, by iteratively exploiting the temporal and spatial correlations in the 
source video sequence. 
4.1 Rate Control in DVC 
In the existing Stanford DVC framework, the rate control process is based on the closed loop 
fccdback mechanism as discussed earlier in chapter 2. Eliminating the feedback path to design 
a more practically realistic coding framcwork is a challenging task, mainly due to the constraints 
imposed in the independent encoding scenario as specified in the distributed source coding 
principles [2][3]. Reaching the rate conditions and boundaries depicted in the Slepian-Wolf 
theorem [2] in a practical sense with indcpcndent encoding of statistically dependant 
information streams is yct a far away goal for the researchers. 
Figure 4-1 shows a simplified block diagram of the DVC codec to illustrate the rate control 
mechanism as discussed below. 
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Figure 4-1 Simplified DVC codec 
In the DVC codec based on turbo coding, as considered in this discussion, puncturing of the 
parity bit stream generated by the turbo encoder plays a significant role in determining the rate 
of video compression. In this scenario, rate control effectively means the determination of the 
optimum parity puncturing pattern for each block of bits. The optimum parity puncturing 
pattern is noted to be a function of the correlation noise between the side information and the 
original Wyncr-Ziv bit stream for the block. The higher the correlation noise: higher will be the 
parity bit rate necessary to decode the block for the desired accuracy. However, there are no 
means of directly evaluating this correlation noise as the original Wyner-Ziv bit stream and the 
side information bit stream are only available at the encoder and decoder respectively, they are 
not co-located. Ibc solution to this problem incorporated in the existing DVC codecs is decoder 
rate control or what we more commonly identify as the remrse ebannelferdback. 
ERC is proposed as a more practically viable solution to this rate control problem as discussed 
earlier in this chapter. However, there are a number of key challenges to be realized in 
designing an efficient ERC algorithm. The next section elaborates on these challenges and 
some innovative solutions adopted in addressing them. 
4.2 Encoder Rate Control (ERC) 
Even though ERC is conceptually very appealing, it has its own obstacles barring straight 
forward implementadon: 
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9 Computing an estimate of the correlation noise at the encoder, in order to determine 
the optimum parity puncturing pattern, necessitates the regeneration of a replica of side 
information (usually available at decoder) at the encoder. 
Side information estimation is usually a 1-ýighly computationally expensive process 
involving motion estimation, interpolation and compensation. This contradicts with 
the low complexity feature demanded by the targeted application scenarios. 
In the light of above developments, the objective of this section is to design an extremely low 
complex encoder for unidirectional DVC. In view of achieving this a few low complexity 
algorithms are presented herein. First, a pixel scattering algorithm is introduced to randomise 
the errors within each block in a fixed rate parity transmission setup. 'Men a low complexity 
technique is proposed to estimate the correlation noise at the encoder utilizing the adjacent key 
frames and thereby determine the parity bit pattern. 
4.21 PixelScattering 
Let's consider a pixel domain DVC codec with no reverse channel. The parity bit puncturing 
pattern is fixed at a pre-determined rate for each block of bits, in its simplest form. This 
structure results in low rate distortion performance since the parity bits are not allocated 
efficiently, not reflecting the usually localized error distribution in each frame. Pixel scattering is 
a low cost approach taken to address the problem of localised errors in the bit stream to be 
encoded that leads to sub optimal performance in the Slepian-Wolf coding process. Use of 
interleavers; is an established concept in communications, and here this is adapted for 
randomising the bit errors caused by localised motion in the video sequence as shoxm in Figure 
4-2. The figure illustrates the residual error distribution of the side information %ith reference 
to the original Wyner-Ziv frame, for a single bit plane. 
in Figure 4-2 (a), the error distribution usuaUy foHows the motion activity in the frame. 
Locaked motion activity on a still background is a very common observation in a surveillance 
video footage. Splitting a single bit plane in to multiple blocks for Slepian-%Volf coding helps to 
localize the bit errors, yet the fixed parity allocation bars the efficient exploitation of this 
property as: 
0 Blocks uith high BER get insufficient parity bits. 
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Figure 4-2 Randomising bit errors (1-, oreman 
sequence, first bit planc) 
0 Blocks with low (or zero) BFR wastes parity. 
0 Also, non-randoin noise distribution within the blocks is not an ideal sccnano for 
turbo coding. 
I-lic introduction of pixel interlcavcr results in the randomization of bit errors as shown in 
Figure 4-2 (b); thus improving the turbo decoding pcrforinance by improving the Litilization of 
parity bits. 
'I'lic block chagrarn of the unidirectional DVC codec mcorl)orating the proposed functionalit% 
is shown in Figure 4-3. 
In the proposed system, the %Vyner-Ziv franies -ire Inter] eaved in pixel domain before the bit 
stream is prepared to be sent through the encoder. The interleaver module usc, .1 
random interleaver index of length for the luminance pixels where wand /, represent the 
width and the height of the fraine. The quantization and bit plane extraction is performed as, 
usual and rurbo encoded. Then a prcdcten-nined fixcd-interval puncturing algorithin is enacted 
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over the parity bit stream generated in the turbo encoder. The punctured parity bit stream is 
transmitted to the decoder. 
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Figure 4-3 DVC codec with pixel scattering of the 
input video frames 
The decoder incorporates an identical pixel interleaving process over the side information 
stream and a de-interleaver is performed over the decoded bit stream before the video frame is 
reconstructed. 
Simulation Test Conditions 
Video sequences: Forrman (medium/high motion), CUrr Oow motion); QCIF 
(176 X 144); YUV 4: 2: 0; 100 frames; Wyncr-Ziv frame rate: 15 fps 
0 PSNR calci&ted and displayed only for Wyner-Ziv frames 
0 PSNR is calculated for the luminance signals only. 
a Fixed puncturing interval is set to achieve a constant average bit rate of I bit per pixel. 
Reference codec for comparison: A unidirectional codec with fixed parity puncturing 
as in the proposed codec, but no pixel scattering, with motion extrapolated side 
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information as in [26]. This enables a fair comparison of the effects of the proposed 
contribution of this section. 
Simulation Results 
The modified DVC codec is tested for a number of test video sequences and the results for the 
Foreman and CUrr sequences and are shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 respectively. 
It is observed that the proposed codec shows consistently improved performance over each 
sequence. An improvement average PSNR of 1.9dB for Foreman and 5dB for C"rr is observed 
when compared vith the codec vrithout the pixel scattering process and the actual gain on each 
frame is found to be dependent on the statistics of the frame. In the case of CUre, the bit 
errors in side information is highly localized and hence the effect of randomization is larger 
compared to Foreman. Note here that the rate-distortion results are not presented for varying 
bit rates due to inconsistency of the reference result at higher bit rates. When higher order bit 
planes are coded with a fixed parity rate, the residual errors in the decoded bit stream tends to 
become very significant and a catastrophic effect creeps in to the video quality and PSNR. 
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Figure 4-4 Performance comparison of the 
modified codec for the Foreman sequence 
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Figure, 4-6 illustrates the improvement achieved by the proposed modification to the DVC 
codec arcl-, Litecture for a frame selected from the Foreman sequence. The apparent disturbance 
observed in the frame in Figure 4-6 (a) is due to the high motion level concentrated in that 
locality, where the corresponding coding blocks suffer from insufficient parity bit rate. Figure 
4-6 (b) shows significantly fewer disturbances since the effects of motion arc now spread over 
the frame and hence the available parity bits are efficiently utilized in the decoding operation. 
Ibus, it is evident that the improved performance of the proposed codec is primarily due to 
the exploitation of local motion effects on the image very commonly evident in video 
surveillance applications. Ihe areas of zero or low motion levels on the frame can generally be 
predicted to a very high accuracy in the side information generation process at the decoder. 
When the side information has less correlation noise compared to the original \Vyner-Ziv 
frame, the decoder needs fewer parity bits for accurate decoding. Any excess amount of parity 
bits pertaining to these regions is wasted. On the other hand, the regions of high motions, as in 
the face of the speaker in the Chdrr sequence, are less accurately predicted in side information 
and hence the decoder inevitable needs large amounts of parity information. Thus the 
proposed pixel scattering process improves the efficiency of parity utilization. 
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Figure 4-6 Comparison of a dccodcd fraine from 
Forrman , -, c(lucnce: 
(a) Not pixel interleaved 
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4.22 Estimating the correlation noise at the encoder 
FVC11 though the pixel scattering algorithm produces a sigmficatit performance gaili 
implemei-Ited over a fixed parity codiiig frainework, aii MtOligent solutioti iiecd to geticratc aii 
estimate of the correlatiorI noise of side iiiformitioil -, I( the mcodcr. This %vIII iiicvitibly 
enhance the panty pattem allocatioti so that the overall codec pert - onnance can be improved- 
Note that the pixel scattcriiig could stil-I function as ,I useful tool III this scetiario. 
In F-RC', however, generating an estimation of the correlation noise of the side int-Orniation at 
the encoder itself formulates an important problem. Any algorithm must not be processor and 
memory intensive, in order to harness the benefits of DVC ii tar I 11 geted practical applications. A 
possible option is to generate a gross representation of side inforniation using computationally 
inexpensive means and then use this to approxiniate the correlation noise. Block diagrain of a 
possible algorithm for the encoder is shown in Figure 4-7. 
In this algorithm, a pixel by pixel interpolation of the two adjacent key frames is purformed to 
generate a predicted frarne at the cncoder. The correlation nolse is estiniated by considering 
this 1)recbctcd framc and the onginal Wyncr-Ziv frame information. Ilie parity puncturing 
pattern is then computed based on this estimation. 
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The simulations carried out on this algorithm, for standard video sequences proved very stable 
behaviour. Tlýs ERC algorithm is utilised as the base setup for the enhanced reconstruction 
proposal presented in section 5.2 later in this thesis. Accordingly, the rate-distortion results for 
this algorithm are illustrated in section 5.2 (the reference result) for the given test conditions. 
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43 Iterative Refinement of Decoded Frames 
It is noted that any form of ERC algorithm is effectively a compromise of the computational 
complexity of the encoder, which otherwise is extremely low in the considered DVC 
framework. Decoded Frame Refinement is an innovative approach proposed in this thesis to 
solve this problem, with no additional bit rate or complexity burden to the encoder. 
Accordingly, in this section, an implementation algorithm is presented that improves the 
decoded picture quality by iterative refinement in a unidirectional DVC system. 
To fin-ther understand the motivation for this approach and establish the back-ground that 
opened up the opportunity to realize the concept of decoded frame refinement, it is worth at 
this point to further analyze the type of video distortion occurring in unidirectional DVC 
schemes and the possible causes. 
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4.3.1 Video Distortion in UnidirectionaIDVC Si-stems 
'17he. common problern in unidirectional DW- systems is the sub-optiniality in estimating the 
correlation noise at the encoder due to the low complexity constraint imposed. Furtlicr, since 
this estimation is only a statistical process that does not prccisely identify the position,, of bit 
errors in the side inforniation block, this sub-optimality easily creeps into tl)e determination of 
the partity puncturing pattern. There are two possible result,, of this scenario: 
1. Overestimate the parity rate, affecting the compression rate of the codec 
2. Underestimate the parity rate, affecting the decoded picture quality duc to the 
uncorrcctcd crrors 
Let's consider the second scenario in details as this formulates the background for the 
refinement algorithm presented in this section. 
When the parity bit rate is underestimated, the turbo decoding process, is affected and the 
output tends to contain high BER. In the bit plane \xýse coding framexvork, the po,; sIbly 
uncorrclated residual bit error positions in each bit plane creates a catastrophic effect by 
corrupting a significant number of pixels in the reconstructed frame as illustrated in Figure 4-8 
for a pixel domain coding set-up. 
Bit planes 
(bit errors are flagged) 
Figure 4-8 Accumulation of bit errors on multiple 
bit planes (not to scale) 
A fevv frames corrupted by this scenano are shown in Figure 4-9. 
Considering the characteristics of the above decoded noisy fraines, it is understood that if the 
noisy bit positions could be located to a reasonable probability, spatial correlations in the fraine 
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Reconstructed frame (pixel 
errors are flagged) 
Figure 4-9 Frame degradation duc to bit crrors in 
decoded bit strcam 
could be very effectively utilized to improve the picture qualitý- Nxith no ad(litional bit rite 
burden. A practical solution dcsigned to address this problem is discusscd in the ricxt sub- 
" -CCti ion. 
4.3.2 Iterative Refinenjent 
'11is section presents an iterative refinement algorithm incorporated to the DVC. decoder to 
enhance the decoded picture quality at no additional bit rate burden to a unidirectional DVC 
solution. A pixel domain coding framework with no reverse channel and a pre-interleaver to 
scatter each \X'yner-Ziv frame in the sequence, as preýcntcd in Figure 4-3 is considered as the 
basis for the proposed algorithm. 
'11-tere are a few key considerations in the codec configuration that arc uscd to Influence the 
efficiency of the proposed refinernent al. gorithin: 
Before the Slepian-Wolf encoding, the input bit strearn is split into blocks of bits that 
correspond to rectangular macroblocks as illustrated in Figure 4-10. 'Ilius, the block 
length in the Slcpi, -tn-\X'olf encoder i,, equal tO the IlUmber of pixels falling into a 
macroblock. '11iis length is selected to be significantly smaller than tile number of 
pixels in the frame. This blocking-out helps in localization of errors and enables the 
flagging process elaborated later in this section. In this case, the block size is noted to 
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be a cornprorilisc of the turbo cocbng strength and the error localization efficiency. 'llie 
rectangular inacroblock arrangement gives flexibility in optimizing the block size. 
The prc-intcrlcaver used to scatter the irriages before Slepian-Wolf encoding and then 
the de-interleaving after Slepian-Wolf decoding, in conjunction \6th the macroblock 
partitioning, significantly imprmes efficiency of the spatial and prediction process by 
scattering the corrupted pixels. '11iis phenomenon is further elaborated later it) this 
sectlon. 
FIgLirc 4-10 Macroblock partitions of the input 
franics 
'llie codec involves an inilial side information generation process which is used for thc first 
iteration of the decoder, used with the punctured panty bit stream. 'llic decoder generates the 
initial side information using the prcviously decoded Key-framcs using a simple frame 
intcq)olation algorithin [4]. It is noted that the selection of the initial side inforniation 
generation algorithm is independent of the proposed itcrative c1ccoding architccture and -wdl 
have its own merits. 
'I'lie full block diagram of the codec incorporating the refinement algorithin is illustrated in 
Figurc 4-11. 
The main stnictural crihancernent proposed in this paper is that the Sk, pian-Wolf decoder is 
proposed to run a number of iterations for each bit plane of each frame in addition to the 
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internal iterations in the turbo decoder. During each Slepian-Wolf decoder iteration, the 
decoded output is refined by exploiting either spatial or temporal correlations in the current 
frame and the adjacent frames of the sequence and iteratively used as side information. The 
initial side information is used in the first iteration of each bit plane. The functional description 
of the proposed codec is given below. 
4.32 1 Encoder 
The Wyner-Ziv frame to be encoded is initially pixel scattered as discussed in section 4.2.1 
earlier in this chapter. Then the pixel domain quantization and bit plane extraction is 
performed at macroblock level. The most significant bit plane is coded first. A Slepian-Wolf 
coding block is formed by each bit plane of a macroblock. The parity bit stream generated in 
the turbo encoder is punctured at predetern-dned fixed intervals for each block and transmitted 
to the decoder. 
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ggiq 4.3.2.2 Deco&q andFla 
The initial side information is used in the first iteration of the decoder loop for each block. 
Then error estimation is performed on the decoded bit stream block as explained earlier in 
section 2.5.3.4 of this thesis. If the estimate yields a BER exceeding a predetermined error 
threshold, the bits in the block arefiagged. For the simulations discussed in this section, the 
error threshold is set to zero. When the first decoder iteration for all blocks in the first bit plane 
is completed the flag-map for the frame (current bit plane only) appears as shown in Figure 
4-12. The black patches correspond to the macroblocks with BER higher than the threshold. 
Figure 4-12 Flag-map for one bit plane 
Then the frame is re-created by concatenating all bit planes decoded so far. In this process, any 
residual flags that were carried forward from the previously decoded bit planes are also marked. 
Ile re-created frame is then de-interleaved and the flagged-pixel-map for the reconstructed 
frame appears as shown in Figure 4-13. Note that the flagged are now scattered due to the de- 
interleaver. 
This frame is then forwarded into the prediction module to obtain predictions for the pixel 
positions flagged on the current bit plane. Ibc prediction module incorporates spatial and 
temporal prediction mechanisms as described below. 
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Figure 4-13 Flagged pixel map for the frarne 
4.3.2.3 Spwitil Predidion 
The spatial prediction is carried out for the flagged pixel position,,; using the spatial correlations 
of these výith the adjacent pixels. Due to the pixel scattering operation 1-wrforined \kithin the 
frame, the flagged bits are now scattered and hence Lip to 8 adlacent pixel,, art- available for 
spatially predicting the current bit. Figure 4-14 illustrates the corresponding pixel locations. 
Figure 4-14 Adjacent pixels available for spatial 
prediction of flagged pixel ". V' 
Assume that xj is the Current bit plane value of the pixel X, and it is flagged. 'I'lle adjacent 
pixels to the pixel under consideration (A) are labeled (. I. Iý and the corresponding bits of the 
current processing bit plane of these pixels are labeled (a.. 1i). Since the bit planes are decoded 
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sequentially, the underlying bit planes (MSB is at the bottom) are already decoded. Now a 
parfialpLvelis defined to represent the information in these previously decoded underlying bit 
planes of each pixel. Accordingly, the partial pixel values are calculated for the current pixel (X) 
as below 
x, 2 
7-i 
i=O 
4-1 
where j is the current bit plane number and x, denotes the Vh bit plane value of pixel X 
Similarly, the partial pixel values are calculated for the adjacent pixels (A. 4. Now, the spatial 
prediction for the current bit x, is computed by averaging the current bit plane values of the 
adjacent pixels, of which the partial pixel value (A,,,, i. I.. HP., i. I) is the same as that of the 
current pixel (Xp.,, ). Pixel level averaging is observed to be a simple and very effective 
techniquc to fill a hole or a flagged bit position in an array of bits. Any flagged bits in the 
adjacent pixels arc not considered in the prediction. 
4.3.2.4 Tem poralPir&dion 
A motion search algorithm utilizing the previous key frame is used for exploiting the temporal 
correlations in predicting the flagged bits described above. In this process luminance and 
chrominance (Y, U& V) components of the video frame are used by the search algorithm to 
determine the motion vectors as proposed in [75]. The temporal search process is illustrated in 
Figure 4-15. 
A search block of size 8X8 is defined enclosing the flagged pixel to be filled. Then the best 
match for the block is searched on the reference key frame. The flagged pixels are excluded in 
calculating the mean absolute difference NAD) in the block matching. Once the best match 
block is located on the reference frame, the flagged bit positions in the 8X8 block on the 
current Wyner-Ziv fi: ame are filled with the corresponding information from the reference key 
frame. 
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Figurc 4-15 Temporal search for flag- fill i ng 
4.3.2.5 UýPdwiq Flqgged lli. vels mid kerevitv Decodingo 
During each iteration loop of the proposed decoder, either spatial or temporal correlations are 
exploited to fill the flagged bit positions. It \vas established experimentally that the alternate use 
of the spatial and temporal prediction processes during each iteration of the decoding process 
yields optimum results. Tlus observation could be cxpLUned by the fact that the two techniques 
exploit a distinct set of redundancies in the bit stream and consecutively exploiting the same 
tý-pe of redundancies is less effective. Once the predictions for the flagged bits in the current 
bit plane are cornpleted, the next decoder iteration runs, using the same parity bits and the flag- 
fffled bit stream as the new updated side infori-nation. Aftcr the predetern-iincd 11LIMber of 
iterations for one biplane, the decoding process inoves to the next bit plane. 'I'lus process 
continues until all bit planes are iteratively decoded. Finallý', the reconstruction function allows 
the suppression of some of the quantization noise and produces the final decodcd -, -I(Ico 
stream. 
4.3.2.6 Simulalion Resillis 
Ile R-D performance of the unidircctional DVC codec \vith the t-cfincment algorithril 
discussed above is tested for standard video sequences using the test conditions, listed below. 
Test Conditions 
0 Video sequcnces: I. Orelllem (ine(hum/high 111(moll), Nalt,., njall (low lllwloll)ý Q(. 11, 
(176xl44); 'I'UV 4: 22: 0; 100 frames; Wvner-Zlv frame rate: 15fps, GOP Size: 2 
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0 Bit rate and PSNR calculated and displayed only for Wyncr-Ziv frames, and averaged 
over the sequence. 
41 PSNR is calculated for the luminance signals only. 
0 Each rate-distortion point is achieved for pixel domain quantiscr parameter: A where 
2m = 12,4,81defines the number of quantization levels. 
The performance of the proposed DVC codec is compared vith H. 264-Intra frame coding 
(profile: main, vlO. 1) and NIPEG-2 Intra-frame coding scheme (rM5 bit rate control 
algorithm) [76]. The consideration of intra-frame coding schemes for comparison is primarily 
based on complexity aspects of the encoder. It is understood that the encoders of inter-frame 
coding schemes of conventional video coding approaches are computationally very expensive 
and hence could be an over-burden for a low cost video camera, which is the target application 
domain in fl-ds discussion. The considered intra-frame encoders have moderate complexities, 
which fact justifies their use as references. It is noted that the computational complexity of the 
DVC encoder is still significantly low compared to these intra-encoders since the earlier does 
not involve any iterative tasks. The turbo encoder contained within the DVC encoder is not 
more than a few shift registers making the simple state machine, and an interleavcr. The 
remainder is simply the bit stream preparation from the input frame with the added pixel 
interleaver. 'Merefore a significant gain in terms of cost reduction is promised in building the 
DVC encoder into low end video sensors in addition to the attractive R-D performance. 
Analysis of Results 
Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 Mustrate the performance comparison of the proposed codec with 
M[PEG-2-Intra coding and H. 264-Intra, coding for the Forrman and Sakswan sequences 
respectively. 
The results are shown for the bit rates up to 600 Ebps since any higher would be practically 
not sensible for the low resolution QCIF frame format considered. A significant gain of up to 
14dB is shown by the proposed codec. The difference in the relative gain evident for the two 
sequences could be explained considering the properties of the scene. For the Forrman 
sequence, the performance is superior to the reference schemes by a significant margin at low 
bit rates, but becomes in par with the competitors, with the increase of bit rate. The main 
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reason for this observation is that the performance of the proposed DVC codec is partially 
upper bound by the initial side information stream during the reconstruction process. Further 
enhancement to the initial side information generation algorithm will contribute to further 
enhancement of the performance margin. The frames of the Salesman sequence, in contrast, 
have a still, yet cluttered back-ground which )ields a very good side information stream for 
DVC, while not being a favourable condition for any intra-frame coding scheme. Since the side 
information is of very high objective quality, the output the reconstruction function shows a 
very high PSNR (approx 43dB in this case) even at very low bit rates, and consequently the 
incremental gain from additional bit rate is small. However, still back-ground is a very common 
practical scenatio in video recording, particularly in video surveillance applications. 
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Figure 4-16 Rate distortion analysis for the Forrman 
sequence 
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Figure 4-17 Rate distortion analysis for the Salesman 
sequence 
Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19 Mustrate the effect of iterative refinement proposed in tl-ds paper, 
in terms of the decoded bit error rate. 
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Figure 4-18 Effect of iterative refinctnent (Foreman 
sequence) 
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Figure 4-19 Effect of iterative r6mernent (Salesman 
sequence) 
It is evident that the improvement starts in dramatic steps and gradually saturates over a few 
iterations influenced by the closeness of the reference frame to the original Wyner-Ziv frame in 
the case of temporal prediction and the amount of spatial correlations in spatial prediction. The 
effect of the block length in the encoder is illustrated in Figure 4-20. The output PSNR at a bit 
rate of 163 Kbps is plotted against the encoder block length. It is evident that the overall codec 
performance is superior at low block lengths. This shows that the contribution from the 
flagging and prediction operation, which induces a low block length, is dominant over the 
effect of turbo coding performance, which promotes a longer block length. 
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Figure 4-20 Effect of the block length selection at a 
bit rate of 163 Kbps (Forrman sequence) 
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From the codec R-D performance analysis presented in this section, it is clear that the use of 
unidirectional DVC with the refinement algorithm discussed above %iU enhance the picture 
quality of the decoded video sequence compared to the 1ýIPEG-2-Intra and H. 264-Intra coding 
based video cameras. 11-lis is in addition to the significantly lower complexity of the DVC 
encoder which helps in reducing the cost of the video camera fabrication. 
Computational Complexity Discussion 
It is understood that modifications proposed to the DVC codec in this paper adds considerable 
computational complexity to the decoder even though the widely appreciated extremely low 
encoder complexity remains unaffected. However, this additional cost could be justified by the 
fact that the DVC decoders would be heavily shared in the many-to-one type application 
domains discussed here. Potential beneficiaries of the low complex encoder structure include 
the low cost surveillance cameras and the increasingly popular low cost handheld video 
cameras including disposable video cameras and a number of other similar applications. Ibc 
major computationally expensive tasks, including exploiting source redundancies, are taken 
over by the DVC decoder. The additional cost of the decoder is justificd by the t)picaUy 
evident very high sharing factors particularly noted in the use in surveillance systems and 
disposable video cameras. In surveillance systems, the decoding and vieving; of the data 
streams, which are captured and stored in the field, takes place only in limited locations. With 
disposable cameras, the decoding takes place in the shared decoding facilities generally located 
in sales outlets on the high street. They are in limited numbers compared to the millions of 
predicted camera use, thus the decoder cost is believed to be justified. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The reverse channel incorporated in the common Stanford DVC framework is identified as a 
practical burden in the targeted application scenarios, mainly due to the associated processing 
delay. However, this feedback loop plays a critical role in determining the optimum bit rate for 
the NVyner-Ziv bit stream by facilitating the parity puncturing process. In tl-ýs chapter, a 
number of solutions were proposed to address the problems associated with suppressing the 
reverse channel. Encoder rate control tools are presented to facilitate the bit rate allocation at 
the encoder and an iterative refinement algorithm is designed to improve the quality of 
decoded pictures that are degraded due to sub-optirrial parity allocation. In the latter, spatial 
and temporal prediction techniques are deployed to iteratively exploit the correlations in the 
decoded information. 
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The performances of the presented algorithms were tested for standard sequences. The 
simulation results were compared for both objective and subjective video quality and 
compression efficiency with alternate approaches with no reverse channels. Further technical 
analyses were provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the individual algorithms. 
'Ihe next chapter looks into a number of modular elements of the DVC codec in order to 
improve the coding performance, focusing on both feedback-based and unidirectional 
frameworks. This includes a non-linear quantiser, enhanced reconstruction algorithm and a 
side information refinement algorithm. 
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Chaptcr S 
DVC PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT AT MODULAR LEVEL 
As discussed earlier in the Uterature Review, the DVC codec based on the Stanford framework 
has evolved over the past six years to some degree of maturity. Practical solutions have been 
designed to a number of hypothetical models and assumptions in the initial proposals, 
including, among others, correlation noise modelling [15] and request stopping criteria [19] in 
the feedback-based DVC systems. Enhanced algorithms have been designed for the key 
components in the coding framework, dominated by the extensive work on side information 
estimation (e. g. [28] [55]). However, it is noted that the rate-distortion performance of the DVC 
codec is still lagging behind the state of the art in video coding, namely H. 264/AVC, although 
the low encoder complexity feature in DVC is more favourablc in the considered application 
domains. 
This chapter focuses on a number of enhancements to the codec considering various modular 
elements, including the quantisation, reconstruction, as well as the side information generation. 
'Ihe motivation for each of the proposed technical solution and the implementation algorithms 
are presented in the following sections, followed by the results of the simulation testing in 
comparison to the state of the art in DVC codecs. 
5.1 Non-Linear Quantisation 
The signal quantization plays a significant role in the DVC codec, as in any other form of signal 
coding and communication. In the considered pixel domain coding framework-, quantization 
defines the number of discrete levels taken by the pixel and the associated step size between 
each discrete level. Historically, a linear quantiser has been utilized in the DVC codecs. On tl-ýs 
backdrop, this section presents a novel non-linear quantization algorithm for DVC in view of 
improving the compression efficiency of the codec. T'he background for this proposal is 
initially discussed, followed by the implementation strategy and the simulation results. 
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5.11 The pdf ofResidual frames 
In developing the hypothesis for the non-linear quantization concept, a Wyncr-Ziv residual 
frame is introduced. Uie residual frame is computed in the considered sýstcni by considering 
the current Wyncr-Ziv frame and the adjacent key frames. The simplest form is to evaluate the 
frame difference vitli the prcvious key frame at pixel level as sl)o\,, -ti in Figure 5- 1. 
Wyner-Ziv 
X2i 
0 X'2, Residual 
Frame Frame 
Key 
Frame 
Figure 5-1 The \X')-ncr-ZiN- residual frame formation 
A sample residual frame is shown in Figure 5-2. 
Figure 5-2 Residual frame 
To build the hypothesis for the proposed concept of non linear quantisation, the residual frame 
generated using the Wyner-Ziv frame and the adjacent reference frames (key frarnes) is 
obtained and the probability density funcfion (pdo of the statistical distribution of the pixels in 
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the original and residual NVyner-Ziv frames are plotted as is illustrated in Figure 5-3. The key 
firames are considered to be lossy-coded using H. 264/AVC intra coding. 
rr 
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Figure 5-31he pdf comparison of original and 
residual Wyner-Ziv frames 
In Figure 5-3, the dotted line depicts the pdf of the pixel distribution of the original Wyner-Ziv 
firame sequence, and the solid line represents the same for the residual frame sequence, 
considering a GOP size of 2. It is noted that when the residual frame sequence is considered, 
pixels demonstrate a pdf with a contrastingly high density in the vicinity of near-zero mean, a 
notable deviation from the original pdf, which depicts a random distribution. Vast majority of 
the elements are concentrated around this peak distribution point. The motivation for the non- 
linear quantization approach discussed in thýis paper is to exploit this probability distribution so 
that small values, which make a major portion of the input residual signal, arc represented with 
a higher precision so that a better picture quality and in effect improved compression efficiency 
can be achieved. 
This scenario could be fiu-thcr explained considering the total quantization noise for the 
residual signal in the cases of linear and non-linear quantisation. The use of linear scaling in 
determining the quantization step size would introduce a large quantization noise and hence a 
loss of information due to the large amount of elements falling into the zcro-bin as illustrated 
in Figurc 5-4. 
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Figurc 5-4 Linear Quantization bin formation (8 
levcls) 
Alternatclv, when the proposed rion-linear quantization is utilized, smafler step sizes dcfined 
near the zero, so that total quantization noise is significantly reduced. This scenario is illustrated 
in Figure 5-5. 
Figure 5-5 Non-Linear Quantization bin formation 
(8 levels) 
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S. L2 Non-Linear Transformation 
The non-linear quantization is performed on each pixel of the residual image. The design of 
the optimum non linear transformation function for the proposed quantizer is an important 
research problem. Here, this problem is addressed by evaluating a number of candidate 
formulas including multiple order polynomials and exponential functions. A few candidates for 
the above are listed below 
y= sign(x) 
(a3 1ý 3+ a2 1ý2 + a, IxI) 5-1 
y=a sign(x)(e 
b. jý 
- 1) 5-2 
y =, g sign(xXI - e-"*'d) 5-3 
where, x and y represent the input and output of the non-linear transformation respectively, 
and a, . a2 , a3 .a, b, a and 
8 are constants that represent the level of non-linearity. 
Experimental evaluations have proved equation 5-3 to be the best out of the considered 
candidates for this purpose, wNch produced the highest rate-distortion performance in the 
codcc. A graphical illustration of the transformation function depicted in equation 5-3 is shown 
in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6 The non-linear transformation function 
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The Reconstruction function is also modified to incorporate the inverse-non-linear- 
transformation as defined bT. 
I 
sign(y)ln IyI 
16) 
5-4 
The proposed quantization algorithm is incorporated to the pixel domain implementation of 
the existing DVC framework described earlier in section 2.5.3. The modified codec: arcl-dtecture 
is shown in Figure 5-7. 
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First, residual image computation is performed to derive the residual frames both at the 
encoder and at the decoder. At the encoder, the difference between the current Wyner-Ziv 
frame (X2) and the average of adjacent key frames (X2, -, and 
X2,, ) is taken. Considering 
multiple reference frames in this case helps reducing the propagation of decoding errors in the 
key frames. 'Men, the non-linear quantization is performed for each pixel and then bit-plane- 
extracted for turbo encoding. At the decoder, side information is obtained by taking the 
difference of the motion interpolated frame (Y2) and the average of two intra coded key frames 
(X2i-, and X2,, ). Similar to the process performed at the encoder, each pixel is non-linear- 
quantized. This bit stream is fed into turbo decoder and the reconstruction block. After the 
decoding and reconstruction, inverse non-linear transform is perfon-ned. Finally, the decoded 
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residual signal is added to the average of the adjacent key frames to reconstruct decoded frame 
2? 
S. L3 Sim ula lion Res ults 
The ratc-distortion (RD) performance of the proposed non-linear quantization in pixel domain 
DVC is tested for standard video sequences using the test conditions listed below. 
Test Conditions 
0 Video sequences: Foreman (149 frames), Coast, ýmard (149 frames), Hall Alonitor (163 
frames); QCIF (176XI44); YUV 4: 2: 0; Frame rate: 15fps; GOP size: 2 
40 Bit rate and PSNR are calculated and displayed considering both Wyner-Ziv firames 
and key frames; averaged over the sequence. 
0 PSNR is calculated for the luminance signals only. 
0 The rate-distortion points are achieved by varying the pixel domain quantiser 
parameter. Al, where 2m = 12,4,81 defines the number of quantization levels. 
40 Key frames are H. 264/AVC intra coded. The quantization parameters for the 
H. 264/AVC intra frame codec were selected so that the average PSNR of the decoded 
key frames and Wyner-Ziv frames is equivalent. 
0 The Laplacian pararnetcr for the side information was optimized for each sequence. 
* The a and 8 parameters for the non-linear transformation function were set to 0.004 
and 398 respectively based on experimental optimizations. The parameters were 
optirrýised by varying ain steps of 0.0005. It is noted that the 8 parameter is 
dependant on a when the dynamic range of the residual pixel values is constrained 
within the range from -255 to 255 after the non linear transformation. 
The above sequences are selected to represent different motion levels. The performance of the 
proposed algorithm is compared with the pixel domain implementation of the existing DVC 
codec vAiich uses a linear quantiser. Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 illustrate the 
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performance comparison of the proposed codec for the Forrman, Coastgwrd and Hall Monitor 
sequences respecdvely. 
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Figure 5-8 Performance comparison on non-linear 
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Figure 5-10 Performance comparison on non-linear 
quantiser (HallAfonitor sequence) 
It can be observed that the proposed algorithm helps to improve the performance of the DVC 
codec by a significant margin consistently over different bit rates and different motion levels in 
the input video sequence. Over 3dB PSNR gain is evident at some points for a given bit rate. 
This gain could be attributed to the reduced quantisation noise resulting from reducing the 
quantisation step size around zero-bin. This factor has overridden the usually higher bit rate 
consumption caused by the increasing correlation noise when the step size is reduced. Thus 
effectively, manipulating the quantisation step sizes is a trade-off of quantisation noise and 
correlation noise and this research has determined an optimum operating point by introducing 
non linear quantisation steps. This is a very significant achievement, also considering that a 
heavy computational burden is also not incurred. It is further noted that the non linearity 
parameters a and 8 would have distinct optimum values for each sequence depending on the 
frame statistics. However, a universal set of parameter values were utilised in the simulations 
for practicality. 
There is an apparent drawback in considering the residual signal, though, in the sense that error 
propagation could result in if the key frames used in the computation of the residual signal arc 
erroneously decoded. In fl-ýs proposal, this problem is minimiscd by using the average of two 
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key frames for the residual calculation. Use of more reference frames would filrther strengthen 
the case. There is scepticism of the residual calculation in the DVC framework; if it's within the 
Slepian-Wolf guidelines for distributed source coding. Anyhow, considering the evident 
significant performance gain at very little computational cost to the encoder, this should be 
considered as an incremental approach towards the applications targeted by DVC. 
5.2 Enhanced Reconstruction algorithm 
In the Stanford DVC framework, the rreonstmetion module plays a significant role somewhat 
resembling an inverse quantization process. When the pixel domain DVC architecture is 
concerned, while quantization effectively means limiting the number of bit planes transmitted 
per pixel, reconstruction is the inverse process that increases the precision of the decoded 
quantized pixels without an additional bit rate burden. The reconstruction process utilizes the 
side information generated at the DVC decoder. In transform domain DVC, the quantization 
takes place in two stages; selecting the significant transform coefficients to be encoded and 
then limiting the number of bit planes for each coefficient band similar to the pixels in earlier 
case. Accordingly, the transform domain reconstruction is adapted. 
The simple reconstruction model proposed by Aaron ct al. [4], discussed earlier in section 
2.5.3.5, has been widely used in subsequent DVC proposals. This approach has a few notable 
drawbacks: 
0 Each pixel is reconstructed independently with no consideration of the statistical 
properties of the neighbouring pixels, or the whole frame in general. 
There is no consideration of the bit error probability of the decoded bit stream or the 
side information. This could yield severe consequences when the decoded bit stream 
has a high BER as these errors will be reflected as irritating artefacts in the 
reconstructed pictures 
Addressing some of the problem above, enhancements to the reconstruction algorithm were 
proposed in [50] and [51] which concentrated on the calculation of the expected value for the 
reconstructed pixel (or the DCT cocfficient in transform domain coding) based on the 
Laplacian noise model of the residual error in the side information with respect to the original 
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video signal. However, it is observed that these enhanced techniques are optimized for a DVC 
framework with a reverse channel, which formulates a closed loop feedback mechanism for 
determining the optimum parity bit rate, thus yielding a controlled very low bit error rate 
(BER) in the \Vyner-Ziv decoded bit stream. 
Having considered the practical constraints in involving a reverse feedback channel in video 
communication systems, increasing attention is focused on Unidirectional DVC architectures; 
with no reverse channel [17] F7]. An extensive analysis of unidirectional DVC was presented in 
Chapter 4. It is note that the unidirectional coding framework tends to results in a higher, 
possibly uncontrolled, BER in the decoded bit stream depending on the employed encoder rate 
control algorithm. In this case, the reconstruction process could be better modelled as a 
statistical process involving the finite BER of the decoded bit stream as well as the side 
informatioA stream. The objective of this section is to discuss an enhanced reconstruction 
algorithm optimized for this scenario. Both pixel domain and transform domain DVC 0 
frameworks are considered in the discussion. 
9.2.1 Reconstruction model 
The proposed modification to the reconstruction algorithm is built upon the hypothesis that, 
when the BER of the decoded output increases, the relative significance of the side 
information increases in the reconstruction process. Tbus the proposed algorithm is designed 
with particular focus on unidirectional arcl-ýitectures, unlike the previous proposals. This effect 
could be quantified considering the noise distributions of side information and the decoded 
output. Let's consider the case where the decoded quantized pixel falls outside the quantized 
side information bin. In this case, based on the above hypothesis, it is considered that the 
reconstructed pixel value can be modelled as a function of the side information value and the 
corresponding quantization bin boundaries as: 
., = 
ý z-+tan(k)(y-z-) y<z- 5-5 
z++tan(k)(y-z+) y>z+ 
where k is an index; defined in the proposed model as the recon an , gk. 
Tl-ýs parameter reflects 
the noise distributions of the decoded bit stream and the side information. A gross Mustration 
of the proposed reconstruction model is shown in Figure 5-11. 
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Figure 5-11 Proposed reconstruction model for 4 
quantization levels 
Here, the gradient of the reconstruction lines in the graphs resembles the recon angle. The 
derivation of the optimized recon angle formulates an important research problem. This 
problem could be addressed by considering the statistical properties of the decoded and side 
infort-nation bit streams. It is fin-ther noted that these statistical properties varies significantly 
within each frame based on the regional motion activity. To exploit this, the recon angle is 
optimized for blocks of pixels in the pixel domain implementation. In the transform domain 
implementation, this parameter is optimized for each coefficient band. 
In the case the decoded quantized pixel falls within the quantized side information bin, the 
reconstructed pixel is derived as, 
X=Y z <Y<Z 5-6 
5.2.2 Pixel domain implementation 
5.2.21 CodecInfqrafion 
The pixel domain unidirectional DVC architecture incorporating the modified reconstruction 
function is shown in Figure 5-12. 'Me computationally very low complex ERC algorithm 
discussed earlier in section 4.2.2 is utilized for the rate control in view of maintaining the widely 
appreciated low comple3iity feature of the DVC encoder. This involves the estimation of a 
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form of side information at the encoder using average interpolation of two key frames. Iben, 
for each macro block on the Wyner-Ziv frames, a BER is computed for the estimated frame 
with reference to the original frame. This BER is used to derive the rate decisions. 
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Figure 5-12 Pixel domain unidirectional DVC 
codec with modified reconstruction block 
The reconstruction block implements the modified algorithm discussed earlier in this section, 
with the empirically optirnised parameters. 
In the proposed reconstruction model, the optimization of the recon angle formulates a critical 
research problem. This problem is addressed by statistical means through a training process to 
determine the recon angle that yields the optimum picture quality uith minimum distortion. As 
per the common practice in this thesis, the objective picture quality, measured in terms of 
PSNR, is used in the optimization. 
5.2.2.2 OpfimiýZationofReconAýgle. Trainiýgprocess 
This section presents the training sequence performed for experimentally determining the 
optimum recon angle for different BER levels of the decoded bit stream. The sequential steps 
of the training process deployed for the macroblock based pixel domain coding framework are 
described below. The codec incorporates the same ERC algorithm during the training process 
as well as the subsequent simulations. 7be test conditions used in the training process are listed 
below. 
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Test conditions for training process 
0 Video sequences: Soccer, Foirmafl, CowýýYard; QCIF (176X144); YUV 4: 2: 0; Frame rate: 
15fps; GOP size: 2 
e PSNR Ouniinance only) and BER of the decoded bit stream are calculated for each 
macroblock separately. 
40 ne macroblock size is set to 352 pixels. Tberefore, in the bit plane level coding 
structure, the Slepian-Wolf coder operates on blocks of 352 bits each. 
o The recon angle is varied in the range 0- 45 degrees. 
0 Key frames are H. 264/AVC Intra coded. 
The stepwise training process 
The codec is run using the above test conditions and recon angle is initially set to 0 
degrees. Once the decoding is completed, calculate the PSNR and BER for each macro 
block- The BER calculation accounts for all decoded bit planes (the number of bit 
planes is determined by the pixel domain quantization parameter in use) of the 
macroblock. 
2. The above step is repeated increasing the recon angle value up to 45 degrees in small 
steps, noting down the macroblock-, %ise PSNR for each increment in recon angle. 
Note that the BER for each macroblock is unaffected by the change of recon. angle 
parameter. 
3. For each macroblock, evaluate the recon angle that yield the optimum picture quality, 
measured in terms of PSNK Now these optimum recon angles arc plotted on a scatter 
graph as illustrated in Figure 5-13. Note that each marker correspond to the optimum 
(in terms of objective picture quality) combination for one macroblock. 
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Figure 5-13 Scatter plot for the optimum recon angle for 
each block and the corresponding BER of the decoded bit 
stream 
4. 'Me regression line is drawn on the plots. This produces an approximation to the best- 
fit recon angle for the BER values for the macro blocks. It is observed that the 
regression model is consistent for all sequences irrespective of the contained motion 
levels, albeit differences in the density of distribution. When the motion level in the 
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sequence is higher, the average BER tends to increase resulting in a more dense 
distribution of operating points towards right on the BER axis. 
The training process yields the optitnum recon angle to be used for each value of BER per 
block in the decoded bit stream. The fact that the regression model is consistent for each 
sequence as observed in Figure 5-13 produces proof of a universal reconstruction model, 
subject to the test conditions listed above. 
5.2.2.3 Simulations and irsulis 
The proposed reconstruction algorithm incorporated in to the pixel domain unidirectional 
DVC codec is tested for a number of test video sequences. The optimized recon angle 
parameter values are derived from the training process discussed above. The test conditions 
adopted in the simulations are listed below. 
Test conditions 
0 Video sequences: Foirman (149 frames), Hall Monitor (149 frames); QCIF (176XI44); 
YUV 4: 2: 0; Frame rate: 15fps; GOP size: 2 
* The recon. angle is varied for each macroblock depending on the BER of decoded bit 
strcam, following the regression line derived in the training process. 
Key frames are H. 264/AVC Intra coded. The key frame quality is maintained identical 
for the corresponding test cases: vith and without the proposed reconstruction 
algorithm. 
0 The PSNR is calculated for each Wyner-Ziv frame of the sequence, and plotted against 
the frame number. 
0 The block size is set to 352 bits. 
0 The performance is compared -with the reconstruction model proposed in [4] keeping 
all other coding parameters identical. 
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Results and analysis 
Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 depict the comparative results for Forrman and Hall Monitor 
sequences, respectively. 
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-ne simulation results show a very prornising and consistent iniprovenient in average PSNR of 
1.9 cill for the Foreman and 0.5 clB for the I iall Monitor sequences. Figure 5-16 gives an 
illustration of the perceptual quality improvement produces by the proposed reconstruction 
algorithm. 
" Frame no. 03 
Frame no. 27 
N 
, arr-. 7 Frame no. 38 
Figure 5-16 Perfort-nance comparison of the proposed algorithm (Pixel domain coding, I -'orellwn 
sequence: frame no. 3) 
(a) xxithout proposed model 
0-) Nith proposed model 
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ý 11) ýb) 
It is noted that, in the unidirectional architecture, the decoded bit stream has residual errors 
that yield a notable degradation of video quality as seen in Figure 5-16 (a). The proposed 
algorithm helps to solve these artefacts by biasing the pixels with higher error probability 
towards the side inforniation. 
It is further noted from the shown results that the comparative improvement in picture quality 
resulting from the proposed modification is more significant for high motion sequences. This 
observation can be explained considering the higher probability of bit errors in the decoded bit 
stream in high motion sequences, which may not be finely controlled as when the reverse 
feedback channel is available. The proposed algorithm compensates for these errors, thus 
performance gain is higher. 
This can be considered as a very promising feature which can be exploited for concealing 
errors rcsulting from channel noise as well, since the proposed algorithm is dependant only on 
the decoder. There is no notable computational overhead to either the encoder or the decoder, 
once the training process is completed to derive the universal reconstruction parameters. 
9.23 Transform domain implementation 
In this section, the enhanced reconstruction model is implemented and tested on a transform 
domain DVC codec. 
5.2.3.1 Cod. -cIntqrafion 
Figure 5-17 shows the transform domain unidirectional DVC architecture including the ERC 
mechanism and the proposed algorithm for reconstructing the transform coefficients. Similar 
to the pixel domain implementation, average interpolation of key frames is performed in the 
ERC algorithm and DCT is taken for the estimated frame. Tben, the rate decisions for each 
coefficient band are taken in the rate controller, based on the correlation noise between the 
DCT coefficients of the interpolated frame and the original Wyner-Ziv frame. 
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A training process is performed for the transform domain codec similar to that discussed 
earlier in this chapter for the pixel domain case, to determine the optimized recon angle values 
for each coefficient band. 
5.2.3.2 Simulations and rrsults 
This section presents the simulation results of the proposed reconstruction algorithm 
implemented on the transform domain unidirectional DVC codec. The test conditions adopted 
in the sinitflations are listed below. 
Test conditions 
Video sequences: Forrman (149 frames), Coaqgilard (149 frames); QCIF (176X144); 
YUV 4: 2: 0; Frame rate: l5fýs; GOP size: 2 
ne recon angle is varied for each DCT coefficient band depending on the BER of 
decoded bit stream, following the regression line derived in the training process. 
Key frames are H. 264/AVC Intra coded. 'Me key frame quality is maintained identical 
for the corresponding test cases: with and %ithout the proposed reconstruction 
21croriflim. 
0- 
* The PSNR and bit rate are calcilated for all Wyner-Ziv and key frames of the 
sequence. 
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One block in the Slepian-Wolf coder correspond to one bit plane of a DCT coefficient 
band; thus the block size is 1584 bits. 
The performance is compared with the reconstruction model proposed in [4] keeping 
all other coding parameters identical. 
Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 depict the comparative results for Foreman and Coaqguard 
sequences, respectively. A PSNR gain of up to 2dB is observed for the Foreman and up to I dB 
for the Coast(gmard by utilizing the proposed reconstruction technique. Similar to the pixel 
domain case discussed earlier in section 5.2.2, the performance gain is attributed to the 
proportionate biasing of the coefficient blocks with high bit error probability towards the side 
information, which then is the more reliable information. 
Figure 5-20 graphically illustrates the perceptual quality improvement using selected frames 
from Foreman and Coasfýmard sequences. The performance improvement observed here is 
consistent vith the above results. Note here that the block artefacts caused by the bit errors in 
the transform domain coding scenario are contrastingly different to the dots in pixel domain 
coding due to the U4 spatial blocks considered in the DCT transform. 
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53 Side Information Enhancement by Iterative Refinement 
In the Wyner-Ziv coding paradigm, side information estimation is invariably a critical process 
that directly affects compression efficiency of the codec. Resultantly, this functional area has 
attracted and thus benefited from majority of the DVC research. Starting from the basic pixel 
interpolations algorithm incorporated in one of the earliest DVC proposals [4], side 
information estimation at the decoder has expanded to very sophisticated motion estimation, 
interpolation and compensation algorithms with motion field smoothing techniques. 
Complexity aspects of tMs process are usually overlooked, as the main concern in DVC is the 
encoder complexity rather than that of the decoder. It is worth noting here that exploiting the 
source temporal correlations as performed in side information generation algorithms in DVC is 
a far more challenging exercise compared to the motion estimation and compensation process 
in conventional video coding paradigms, owing to the unavailability of the current target frame 
in the process. This problem was elaborated in detail, earlier in section 2.5.3.3 of this thesis. 
In addition to the side information generation algorithms, there has been some efforts in recent 
research to dynarnicaUy refine the side information over the decoding process [29][79]. The 
concept of side information refinement has been feasible due to the incremental nature of the 
encoding and decoding processes. When the pixel domain coding framework is concerned, the 
Wyner-Ziv frames are usually coded in a bit plane-wise structure, usually starting from the most 
significant bit plane. 'Mus, once a bit plane is decoded, it can be used asprior infomafion to 
refine the side information for the subsequent bit planes. 
The objective of this section is to present an approach for the dynamic refinement of side 
information by iterative decoding, and thereby improve the rate-distortion performance of the 
codec. In this proposal, the spatial and temporal correlations of the frame sequence arc 
iteratively exploited. The proposed technique is used in conjunction with the DVC decoding 
algorithm proposed in U8] which is a combined enhanced version of the 3-D motion rrflnement 
[29] and multole side information [79] techniques 
. 5.3.1 TherefinementagoiAbm 
The efficiency of a side information generation algorithm is dependant on the optimally 
exploiting of the spatial and temporal correlations in the adjacent reference key frames in the 
sequence. It is fin-ther noted that the partially decoded information in the current %Vyner-Ziv 
frame also can be used to enhance tl-iis process. The proposed design is intended at utilizing an 
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iterative processing algorithm to maximize the exploitation of the source redundancies. The 
block diagram of the proposed DVC codcc incorporating the enhanced side information 
generation technique is shown in Figure 5-21. 
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The side information refinement technique is Mustrated in Figure 5-22, and described below. 
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Figure 5-22 Side information refinement algorithm 
The process starts by producing inifial side informafion using an existing side information 
generation algorithm. For the simulations discussed later in this section, a motion extrapolation 
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[26] based algorithm utilizing the previously decoded key frames is used. In the existing DVC 
architecture, as discussed earlier in chapter 2, this side information is used in turbo decoding in 
conjunction with the parity bit stream received from encoder and then the decoded bit stream 
is subjected to an error estimation process. The parity bit rate starts at an arbitrarily small value; 
and dynamically increase based on the outcome of the error estimation process. The proposed 
scheme starts similarly with the initial side information and arbitrarily small parity rate and 
performs the error estimation on the decoded bit stream. However, unlike in the conventional 
algorithm, the decoded bit stream is forwarded to the new refinement module if an above- 
threshold BER occurs in the error estimation. 
The codec incorporates a pixel interleaver similar to that proposed in section 4.2.1. The 
interleaving helps to suppress the adverse effects of burst errors typically evident in the side 
information stream by scattering the bit sequence. The bit stream is split to linear blocks for 
this process and optimum block size (significantly smaller than a full bit plane size) was 
determined experimentally by repeatedly simulating the codec varying the block size. The step 
size in varying the block size in the above optimisation was initially set to 100 and then fine 
tuned using steps of 10. If the post decoding error estimation for the block yields a BER above 
the pre-set threshold, all bits in the block are flagged similar to that in the iterative refinement 
algorithm proposed for unidirectional DVC in section 4.3.2 above. Next, the decoded bit plane 
is de-interleaved resulting in the flagged bit bursts to scatter. A prediction algorithm is then 
utilized to fill the flagged holes in the bit plane. The flag-filled bit plane is then interleaved again 
and enters the next iteration of the turbo decoder with the same parity bit stream. The flagging 
and spatio-temporal prediction based flag-filling cycle continues for either a predetermined 
number of iterations, or a predetern-tined BER, is reached. It was experimentally determined 
that alternative use of spatial and temporal prediction techniques, -with spatial prediction as 
initial step, in the above process yields optimum results. The maximum iteration count was set 
to 4 for the simulations as a trade-off of computational complexity and performance. 
If the above refinement loop was terminated by the iteration count, rather than achieving the 
desired BER, then the parity bit stream is increased dynamically by sending a parity request 
message to the encoder buffer. The parity request loop would then continue until the pre-set 
BER threshold is reached as in esisting feedback based DVC codccs. Once the BER for each 
bit plane of the frame is decreased below the threshold, the bit stream is forwarded to the 
reconstruction module. 
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5.3.2 Simulation Results 
The proposed DVC codec was tested with a number of test video sequences using the test 
conditions listed below. 
Test Conditions 
9 Video sequence: Forrman (100 frames); QCIF (176XI44); YLJV 4: 2: 0; Wyner-Ziv frame 
rate: l5fýs; GOP size: 2 
0 Bit rate and PSNR are calculated and displayed for Wyner-Ziv frames, averaged over 
the sequence. 
0 PSNR is calculated for the lurninance signals only. 
0 Each rate-distortion point is achieved for pixel domain quantiser parameter- A where 
2m = 12,4,8,161 defines the number of quantization levels. 
9 The iteration count in the side information rcfinement was set to 4. 
The simulation results for the side information refinement algorithm for the Forrman sequence 
are illustrated in Figure 5-23. The results are compared -,;, ith a number of existing pixel domain 
DVC codecs; [78] [29] [79] [26]. 
It is evident from the illustrated results that the proposed enhancement has resulted in a 
significant improvement in rate-distortion performance of the pixel domain DVC codec. The 
PSNR gain is up to 3 dB for a similar bit rate in the reference results. With the iterative 
refinement, the side information gets statistically much closely correlated to the original Wyner- 
Ziv frame. Thus the Slepian-Wolf decoder demands less number of parity bits from the 
encoder in the feedback based parity-on-demand architecture, to achieve the pre-determined 
bit error rate threshold in the decoded output bit stream. 1bus the resultant bit rate for a given 
quantiser value is reduced. Further, the improved quality of the side information yields an 
improved PSNR value for the output frames sequence during the reconstruction process. 
The tests carried out with other video sequences derived similar results 
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Computational Complexity Analysis 
It is understood the proposed algorithm introduces additional computational complexity to the 
DVC decoder. Table 5-1 shows the results of a quantitative analysis of the computational 
complexity of the proposed decoder. The complexity is measured in terms of average 
processing delay. The simulations were ran (repeatedly) on a personal computer with the 
following specifications: Intel(R) Core (ný2 CPU 6400 @ 2.13 GHz, 3. OOGB of RA. M. 
The proposed refinement is a computer intensive task that involves the follo, %ing major tasks 
carried out in each iteration (4 iterations are performed in the simulations): 
0 One turbo decoding cycle for flagging 
0 Temporal block search based flag-filling orSpatial flag-filling 
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Table 5-1 Complexity analysis: Average decoding 
time per frame 
Without sidc information Proposed decoder 
refinement [78] 
S equence Average Average 
Average bit rate Average bit ratc decoding time decoding time 
(kb per frame) (kb per firame) 
per frame (s) per frame (s) 
Foreman 8.33 2.91 4.83 3.10 
Coast 
, guard 
11.25 3.01 6.43 3.19 
At the end of 4 iterations of the side infon-nation refinement, the proposed DVC decoder 
incorporates a Ul turbo decoding process that would normally include multiple turbo 
decoding cycles based on the closed loop feedback process in the DVC codec. It is noted here 
that even though this fiffl turbo decoding process is identical to that in the reference algorithm 
used here for comparison of performance, the number of parity request iterations is less in the 
proposed design since the correlation noise in the refined side information is signifiC2ntly low, 
forcing the feedback loop to terminate faster. This gives a complexity saving to the proposed 
algorithm. ne simulation rcsiAts depicted in Table 5-1 show that the overall complexity has 
risen by approximately 73% for a PSNR gain of approximately 2dB. This is believed to be a 
beneficial trade-off. 
It is further noted here that processing delay figures in Table 5-1 do not reflect a real-time 
coding scenario. This is mainly due to the un-optirnised software coding of the algorithms. 
Code optirnisation and hardware implementations are expected to produce faster real-time 
processing. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter focused on a number of modular elements of DVC, and proposed innovative 
algorithms to enhance the performance. First, a non-linear quantisation algorithm was 
presented in contrast to the linear scalar quantiser traditionally udhscd in the DVC designs. The 
proposed algorithm minimises the high quandsation noise present in the \Vyner-Ziv residual 
coding scenario when linear quantisation is used. The performance gain of the proposed non- 
linear quantisation algorithm was evaluated against the state-of-the-art pixel domain video 
codec that uses a linear quantiser and a significant rate-distortion performance gain was 
evident. 
Then an enhanced reconstruction algorithm was presented focusing on the unidirectional DVC 
framework discussed earlier in Chapter 4. When the unidirectional architecture is considered, 
the decoded bit stream tends to contain residual bit errors due to the possibly sub-optimal 
parity puncturing process. A solution to this problem is proposed by tracking the error 
probability of each bit in the decoded bit stream and accordingly modifying the reconstruction 
function by biasing the reconstructed pixels towards side information. A treon angle parameter is 
defined and a systematic training process is introduced to derive the optimum rccon angle 
corresponding to the bit error rate in the decoded bit stream. Simulations were carried out for 
both pixel domain and transform domain coding frameworks and a significant PSNR 
improvement was observed at no additional bit rate burden to the codec. 
Considering the significance of side information in the DVC codec, a side information 
refinement algorithm was also presented in this chapter. The algorithm starts with an initial side 
infotmation generated by any existing algorithm, then keep on refining it iteratively by exploiting 
the spatial and temporal correlations in the aarrent %Vyner-Ziv frame and its neighbouring 
frames. 
The side information refinement algorithm, built into the existing reverse channel feedback 
based pixel domain DVC framework, was tested for standard video sequences and a significant 
PSNR gain is evident when compared with the existing pixel domain codec that uses the samc 
initial side information. An analysis of the additional computational complexity involved in the 
proposed iterative refinement algorithm was also presented. 
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The next chapter focuses on the redesign of the noise models incorporated in turbo decoding 
in the DVC decoder in order to improve the coding efficiency. 
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Chapter 6 
DVC CODEC OPTIMISATION FOR WIRELESS CMNNELS 
Since the initial proposals on distributed video coding a few years back, the DVC researchers 
have been focusing on improving the compression efficiency of the codec assuming a virtually 
error free availability of the Wyner-Ziv encoded bit stream at the decoder. In the XV)ncr-Ziv 
coding scenario, the encoded bit stream is constituted of the parity bit stream that is punctured 
either dynamically or statically depending on the availability of the reverse channel in the 
coding framework. 
DVC has been widely proposed for a class of applications that involve a network of remote 
video sensors that capture the video information and upload to centralized decoding nodes. 
The common application domain is video surveillance. In these deployments, wireless 
networks are the widely available access networks of choice, and intemct could be largely 
utilized as a low-cost transport network. Since these are highly error prone media, this 
communication scenario demands for a significant consideration on the error resilience 
properties of the coding technologies. This is a relatively untouched research area, possibly 
since DVC is still a developing technology. Analysis of the performance of the currently 
available DVC codec solutions over noisy channels has been the focus of some recent research 
publications, notably for packet based networks [80]. However, it is noted that a number of 
potential applications of DVC involve wireless sensor networks with multipath fading effects 
in the transmission media. The resultant performance degradation due to the channel fading 
has hardly been discussed in literature. 
In the light of above, this chapter focuses on a study of the performance of the DVC codec: 
over noisy channel conditions arisen in wireless communications. Further, novel noise models 
will be proposed for the relevant bit streams involved, and accordingly the decoding algorithms 
will be modified to enhance the error resilience of the codec. 
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6.1 Dual Channel System 
In this discussion, the wireless channel nolse scenario in DV(' is modclied as a dual chatind 
system. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 6-1. a description follovvs. 
Input Wyner-Ziv 
bit stream - 
Laplacian channel 
Side Information 
Figure 6-1 The dual-cliannel model 
Decoded 
bit stream 
The Wyner-Ziv frame is sent through a turbo encoder, -which Vs constituted of parallel 
recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encodcrs. 717he output parity bit stream of the turbo 
encoder, after puncturing, formulates the Wyner-Ziv encoded bit stream, xhcrea,; the 
systematic bit stream is discarded. At the \X"yner-Ziv decoder, the turbo decoder av. -aits the 
systematic and panty bit streams that are transmitted from the cncodcr in a typical 
communication scenario. I lowever, in \X'), ner-/, ix, coding only the panty bit stream is received 
from the encoder and the svstematic bit strean-i is sourced from the locally generated side 
information sequence. -Fhe side inforn-iation is usually modeled using a Laplacian noise process. 
In this setup, there are clcarIN7 two identifiable channels as relevant to the turbo decoder: 
0 Ylý-pothetical Laplacian channel 
This hýpothetical channel is modeled between the original systematic bit strcaln, vdilch is 
used at the encoder to generate the parity bit stream (and subsequently dropped), and tile 
side information bit strearn that is fed into the turbo decoder. 'I'lle correlation noise 
modeling process performed on the side information, to determine the statistical properties 
of this hypothetical Laplacian noise was briefly discussed earlier in section 2.5.3.4. 
0 Real communication channel 
This is mainly applied to the punctured parity bit stream transmitted from the Clicodcr. 'I'lle 
statistical noise model is dependant on the utilized transmission me(ha. An additive white 
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Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is commonly resembled. A wireless channel would 
usually incur time varying and frequency selective multipath fading of the modulated 
signals. 
It is filrther noted here that, in addition to the parity bit stream, the intra coded key frames 
that are utilized in the side information estimation process at the decoder, need to traverse 
the same communication channel. 
Thus, the hypothetical Laplacian channel and the real communication channel jointly formulate 
the dual-channel scenario discussed in this chapter, as applicable to the turbo decoder. It is 
emphasized here that this channel model differs from a conventional turbo coding scenario in 
a communications system. In the latter, the systematic and parity bit streams are jointly 
transmitted over the communication channel and thus these two streams assume similar noise 
models at the decoder. The maximum a-posteriori (NUP) decoding algorithm 181] utilized in 
turbo decoding is thus designed for this latter scenario and makes itself suboptimal for use in 
the DVC decoding over error prone wireless channels. 
In this chapter, appropriate noise models are developed for the above dual channel system and 
thereby the necessary modifications to the MAP algorithm are discussed to enhance the 
performance of the DVC codec with noise and fading effects on the communication channel. 
AWGN and W-CDMA wireless channel models are considered for simulations. 
6.2 Noise Modelling in the Dual Channel System 
This section covers the mathematical modelling of the proposed dual channel system. In turbo 
decoding, the soft outputs are typicaUy represented by the Log Likelihood Ratio OUA) of 
which the polality detern-iines the output bit. The LLR of a data bit u. is defined bT. 
f +1) 
L("k) = In 
P(Uk ( 
P(Uk 6-1 
Given the LLR L(uk), it is possible to calculate the probability that u. = +1 or u, = -1 as 
follows. 
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Noting that, P(Uk = -1) =1- P(Uk = +1) and taking the exponent of both sides in 
Equation 6-1, we can write: 
e 
L(uk) 
= 
P(Uk =- +1) 
6-2 '-P(Uk =+') 
- 
e' 
Ok ) 
6-3 P(Uk = +1) 
I+e 
L(uk) 
I 
i T; -- TO --) 
Similarly, 
P(Uk = -1) =1 6-4 
I+e +Lý"k) 
e-L(ul, ) 
I+e -L(uk) 
And hence we can write the probability of the data bit value as, 
P(Uk 
e-L(uk)/2 
e 
tL(ui, )12 6-5 
(I+e 
-L(uk) 
). 
Where, the bracketed term is the same for Uk = +1 or u. = -1. 
'Me conditional LLR L(u ,1 Yk 
) is defined as: 
L(Uk 1 Yk) = In( 
P(Uk = +l) 1 Yk 6-6 
P(Uk = -1) 1 Yk 
) 
where Yk is the received parity information. 
Incorporating the code's treffis, this may be written as, 
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p(sk-l =S Isk = S. Y) 
/ P(Y) I 
L(u,, ) =In s+ 6-7 
P(S, -. = S't S, = S, Y) 
/ P(Y) 
where Sk ES is the state of the encoder at time instance k, S+ is the set of ordered pairs 
(s'. s) corresponding to all state transitions 
(Sk-I 
= S') -ý 
(Sk 
= S) caused by data input 
Uk = +1 and s- is similarly dcfined for U. = -1 [82]. 
From the BCJR (named after its inventors: Bahl, Cocke, jelinek and Raviv) algorithm, 
P(S"9 STY) P(Sk-l " 9S , is computed as, 
"ý S" k ý- STY) 
p(s', s, y) = a, -. 
(s) - r, (s", s) ., 6, (s) 6-8 
where, a, (s) and 8, (s) are the forward and backward treHis state probabilitics respectively, and 
; vk (s', s) is the state transition probability, defined as foUows: 
a, -, 
(v, ) y, (v,, s) + a, -, 
(V2) Yk MIS) 6-9 
A (S) =J6k+l (WI); Vk+l (Wl IS) 
+#8k+l (WO 7k+l (W2 IS) 6-10 
rk (S p ') S) ý- 
P(S 1 S) P(yk 1 S"f S) 
= P(U, )P(Y, I ud 6-11 
where v, and V2 denote valid previous states and w, and w2denotc valid next states for the 
current state. 
It is recalled here that in DVC, the parity stream is transmitted over a noisy wireless channel 
and the systematic stream is taken from the locally generated side information frame which 
could be modelled using a hypothetical additive white noise (A%VM channel. In a practical 
deployment, the side information also would inherit some properties of the wireless 
transmission channel, inherited through the intra-decoded key frames used in the side 
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information estimation process. However, in this discussion, this noise contribution is assumed 
to be suppressed by a channel coder incorporated to the H. 264/AVC intra coding based key 
frame transmission system. This matter is open for further research. lben, the noise properties 
in parity and systematic components of the input to the turbo decoder could be considered as 
independent, thus forming the dual cbannel model. In order to cater for this independent 
channel scenario, P(Yk 1 Uk ) in equation 6-11 can be written as: 
3 
kk == +l) 
P(yp 'Up = Uk 
P(Yk 1 Uk) 
P(y pIup= -1). P(y sIU., = -1) 
6-12 
kkkk 
p S) 
where 
Yk " 
S)'Uk ý_ (Uk IUk Yk I Yk 
p 
are received and transmitted parity and systematic 
information respectively. The noise modelling of received parity, and systematic information 
are defined in the following sub-sections. 
Parity Noise Model 
For the parity bit sequence received through a muldpath fading %ireless channel, the 
probability of the received bit yp, conditioned on the transmitted bit u,, P can be written as: 
p 
Eb 
e 2o2 
6-13 
P(Yip 1 Uk 
and, 
IV yi P+I: la, P? 
Pp 
Eb 
2a2 6-14 (Yip 1 Uk -1) e 
where i is the path index in the multipath fading model, a, is the complex fading coefficient for 
each path, o, is the standard deviation in the Gaussian probability distribution, E. is the energy 
per bit, and Nis the total number of fading paths. 
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Systematic Noise Model 
The systematic bit stream at the decoder is constituted by the side information. Ibc correlation 
of the side information compared to the original Wyner-Ziv bit stream is usuaUy modelled as 
1-2placian distributed- 
P(Y, U, = +j) =a kI exp(-a I y' -1 6-15 k2k 
p(y' u*' =-1)= -a exp(-a I y+11) 0-16 kk2k 
with variance of 2 /a'. Even though the channel noise effects on the intra. coded key frames 
would necessarily have an effect on the above noise model, it is assumed that this is sufficiently 
suppressed by a channel coder (note however, that a channel coder is not necessary for the 
Wyncr-Ziv bitstream as in the proposed solution) and any residual effect is absorbed into the 
above noise model. 
Composite Dual Channel Noise Model 
Substituting the Equations 6-13 - 6-16 in Equation 6-12 and taking logarithm of both sides: 
E, (y 2 
exp 
P 
-Fla, 
12 exp a Gs or2 k 
L(y, I uk) =In 
(- 
Wl 6-17 
Eb (Y, 
+N 
)2 
F, 12 + 1)) exp Cr2 k la 
)exp(-aG, 
2 
Eb 
4a. y, * + a(l y, + II-Iy, - 11) 2C;. 2 k 
Eb 
where, the term: a is usually labelled as L, or the channel reliability. I'his depends on 
the channel SNR and the fading amplitude, both of which are derived from channel csdmation 
performed on the wireless channel. 
Now, the equations are ready for use in the calculation of the brandi metric, ; Y, (s', s) in 
Equation 6-11, for the state transition 
(Sk-I 
= S. 
- ) 
-ý 
(Sk 
= S) on the trclhs. Then the forward 
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and backward path probabilities ak (s) and j6k (s) are computed using Equations 6-9 and 6-10 
for the current state s, in the MAP decoding algorithm [81]. 
6.3 Simulations and Results 
The performance of the DVC codec vith the proposed enhancements is tested for standard 
video sequences. The simulation system with the incorporated channel modulation and 
demodulation functions is introduced . xith the test conditions first, in the next sub-section. 
The results and a discussion will foRow. 
6.3.1 Simulation System Configuradon 
The considered pixel domain DVC codec: structure with the additional components for 
simulating the WCDNIA wireless system is presented in this section. A block diagram of the 
system is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 6-2 Ile system block diagram with the 
channel transceiver 
The DVC encoder generates the parity bit stream and stores in the buffer as detailed earlier in 
chapter 2. Upon dynamic requests from the decoder, received over the reverse fccdback 
channel, the parity bits are transmitted through the noisy channel. 
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Rayleigh fading channel 
As shown in Figure 6-2, a qltadraturephase, dpýfl ký)7)ý, o (QPSK) 1110(ILII, -Itor and a rake rc. cc. l\, Cr are 
used in the transinitting and receivirig nodes of the x6reless channel, respect v. - clý'. In wireless, 
communications it is common to use a discrete titne RaýýIeigh fading channel model con'sis-tmg 
of multiple narrow-band channel paths scparated b), dclaý, elements as fflutrmcd m I`igurc 6-3. 
[-- I DF DF DF DF DF 
WGN WGN WGN WGN 
J-0. j -0. ............ L 
Channel delay(T. ) 
I 
nput F 
WGN 
WGN 
WGN = White Gaussian Noise Channel 
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Figurc 6-3 Rayleigh fading channcl modcl 
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WGN 
Fading 
coefficient 
The number of taps has to be decided based on the delay spread in the radio clivironnient., 111C 
values of variances of each Gaussian noise source in each tap are selected accor(hng to the 
exponential power delay profile. 'I'lie average power of each path is given 1)ý, 
- 
II T, 
e 
Td 
1-i -, 
IT, 
le TJ 
6-18 
where T, is the decaý-ing factor, T,, is the path delay, and L is the total number of paths in that 
fading model. -Fhc standard deviation or, of each Gaussian noise source (, f the n"' tal-, can be 
found using the foIloxving expression: 
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PD(n 
ýF VP2 
17 E 10, L- 11 6-19 
The complex baseband addilh., e while Gaussiall noise (A\\'(; N) samples are generated as shown in 
Figure 6-3, using two Gaussian noise sources each having zero mean and standard 
cieviationCA"'CN '' 
Fhe value of CrA"'(;. V 
for specific values of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
E, IN,,, measured in dB can be calculated as: 
(EINý) 
CA 
VVGN 
G-P, 
10 20 6-21) 
2 
where P is the average power of the transmitted signal and G is the processing gain. 
Rake Receiver 
Use of rake receivers is very common in wireles's SN-Stenis to III(- p'. 1-ft'rillatic'. h% 
collec6ng the energy dispersed over multiple fading paths. In Figure 6-4, which illustrates the 
rak-e receiver, R(t) and Y(t) correspond to the inputs and the output of thc rake r(-ct-i\-(, r. 
G,, G,... G, are the complex fading coefficients of each path. 
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-. ( 
ýx 
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& 
_Despread GN* 
T3 1 1R(t- E! 4__,. rX 
I, igurc 6-4 Block diagram of the rake receiver 
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The output of the rake receiver Y(t), with respect to signals received from N fading paths is 
computed as: 
AF 
Y(t) E Gi*Ri 
4=1 
6-21 
N 
Wbere E (GjX (t +2-i- j))+ n(t) Vi r: {1,2,..., NJ 6-22) 
j=l 
NN 
thus, Y(t) I Gi 12 X(t)+EEG, 
fGjX(t+2-i-j)+n(t)) 
i=l j-1 i*j 
Y(t) = 
(ý 
1 G, 12 
)X 
(t) + n(t) 6-23 
where X (t) is the transmitted symbol, G, * represent the complex conjugate values of the fading 
coefficient of path index i(iE 11,2,.., NJ) and n'(1) is the composite noise in the rak-e receive 
output. 
Tben, the QPSK demodulator computes the soft channel output for the parity bit stream to be 
forwarded to the turbo decoder for processing with the side information. As explained earlier 
in chapter 2, the turbo decoder consists of two soft-in-soft-out (SISO) decoders adopting the 
MAP algorithm. The inputs for each component decoder are the systematic 2nd parity 
information, which assume the noise models discussed earlier in this chapter, together %%ith the 
a. priori information carried forward from the previous iteration of the other SISO decoder, 
either interleaved or de-interleaved as necessary. The two parity bit streams (yf ) for the two 
component decoders are taken from the soft output of the channel. The systematic component 
(yk') is taken from the side information stream. The computation of the channel reliability 
factor (L, ) for the parity stream involves channel estimation to get the fading coefficients in a 
practical implementation. Any channel estimation algorithm proposed in literature, such 2S 
[83], can be utilized for this purpose. 
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Wireless Channel Types 
Two variations of the transmission channel models are considered in this discussion: (a) 
Additive VVhite Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel and (b) W-CDMA Wireless Channel. It is 
noted that, the AWGN channel model is a special case of the wireless channel model discussed 
in section 6.2 with no time varying multipath fading; hence unity fading amplitude (a = 1). The 
configuration parameters for each of above are discussed later in this section. 
Side information generation 
In the simulation system, the decoder generates the side information using the prc%iously 
decoded key frames and the \Vyner-Ziv frames of the sequence using a 3-dimensional motion 
compensation and extrapolation (MC-E) algorithm with bitplane-wise improvement proposed 
in [29]. Using forward frame extrapolation enables low delay real time implementation of the 
codec. 
Test Conditions 
0 Video sequences: Foreman (medium/high motion), News Oow motion); QCIF 
(176X144); YUV 4: 2: 0; 100 frames; Wyner-Ziv frame rate: 15fps 
0 GOP sizes: 2 and 12 used in simulations 
0 Bit rate and PSNR calculated and displayed only for Wyner-Ziy frames, and averaged 
over the sequence. 
0 PSNR is calculated for the luminance signals only. 
0 Each rate-distortion point is achieved for pixel domain quantiser parameter-Af, where 
2m. 12,4,8,16.. l defines the number of quantization levels. 
H. 264/AVC codec is simulated in IPIP GOP structure UM10.1/Main profile) for 
identical channel conditions. Tbýs frame pattern is comparable uith the DVC framc 
sequence, when only forward motion extrapolation is used in the side information 
estimation. Frame Copy error concealment algorithm is incorporated for whole frame 
losses [84]. Accordingly, when a frame is corrupted due to transmission noise, it is 
concealed by copying each pixel value from the corresponding pixel of the previous 
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decoded reference frame. Partial losses were concealed using the default means in the 
reference codec [84]. 
AWGN and \V-CDMA channels are used in the simulation. T)pical parameter values 
are considered for the \V-CDMA wireless channel as summarized in Table 6-1 [85]. 
Practical variations of these are noted to make no significant effect on the comparative 
performance enhancement of the proposed decoding algorithm. 
Table 6-1 Configuration Parameters of the W- 
CDMA Channel 
Channel model 
W-CDMA uplink and downlink channels 
(slowly-varying frequency-selcaive fading) 
Modulation QPSK 
Chip rate 3.84 Mchip/s 
Spreading factor 32 
Spreading 
sequence 
CIVSF sequences 
Carrier frequency 2 GHz 
Fo-ppler 
speed 100 km/h 
* The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the transmission channel traversed by the parity bit 
stream has been varied in the range 6-16 dB as appropriate. 
Channel coding has not been used for both Wyner-Ziv bit stream and H264/AVC 
encoded bit stream, so that a reasonable R-D performance and error resilience analysis 
of the two codecs could be performed. 
63.2 Analysis ofResults 
The simulation results are presented and analysed in this section. 
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AWGN Channel 
The results for the Foreman and News sequences are shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6, for a 
GOP size of 2. The performances of the two codecs are plotted for different channel 
conditions, where SNR(-= 16,8,10,12ldB. It is observed that the DVC codec with the proposed 
modification to the decoding algorithm has outperformed the considered 11264/AVC codec: 
when useduith AWGN channels below 8dB SNR. It is observed that the H. 264/AVC codec 
relies significantly on the error concealment algorithm when high packet drop occurs at low 
SNR levels. Notably, the proposed DVC codec does not involve an explicit error concealment 
algorithm, yet it demonstrates strong error resilience characteristics evident by the remarkably 
stable performance as shown in the figures. 
Tbcrc are several key observations that can be made, %ith the simulation results. The proposed 
DVC codcc has a consistent performance in the SNR range 6dB to 12dB; in fact the 
performance saturates at 1 OdB SNR level. The H. 264/AVC coder has a superior performance 
at very high SNR levels, but its performance drops notably with the increased BER of the bit 
stream received over the channel. 
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Figure 6-5 Performance comparison for the 
Foreman test sequence for the AWGN channel 
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W-CDMA Channel 
The proposed DVC codec is tested on a simulated XV-CDNlA channel for the same -6dco 
sequences for GOP sizes of 2 and 12. The results arc illustrated in figures below. Figure 6-7 
and Figure 6-8 show the performance comparison for GOP size of 2. Figure 6-9 and Figure 
6-10 depict the performance for a larger GOP size (12), with and without motion estimation for 
the H. 264/AVC codec. 
GOPsize. -2 
In this scenario, again, the proposed codec demonstrates very good and steady performancc 
over the tested SNR range of lOdB to 16dB. As expected, the PSNR gradually increases with 
the increase of SNR for a given bit rate. The H. 264 codec demonstrated superior results only at 
very high channel SNR levels, typically above 16dB, depending on the statistics of the frame 
sequence. This observation is in agreement with the prevailing H. 264 - DVC performance gap 
in ideal noise free channel scenario [11]. However, at channel SNR of 16dB and below, the 
DVC performance is very stable and significantly outperform the H. 264/AVC -P frames. 
GOP size. 12 
Increasing the GOP size is a preferred choice in practical video codec: implementations so that 
the frequency of intra coded frames can be reduced as intra-coding is naturally an expensive 
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process. The simulation results show that even though the R-D performance of DVC codec 
drops significantly when the GOP size is increased, the relative error resilience performance 
compared to conventional video coding remains high. 
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Figure 6-7 Performance comparison for the 
Foreman test sequence for the W-CDMA channel, 
GOP=2 
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Figure 6-8 Performance comparison for the News 
test sequence for the W-CDNIA channel, GOP=2 
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Comparison with the existing decoding algorithm 
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared %%ith the existing 
decoding algorithm 129] operating over a noisy wireless channel. Figure 6-11 depicts the 
comparison for the Foreman sequence. It is evident that the proposed algorithm produces an 
improvement in RD performance by reducing the bit rate for a given PSNFL A change in 
PSNR is not evident since the decoding uses the same side information and the Slepian-Wolf 
decoder runs against the identical error threshold in the feedback loop, which are the 
det5rrriining factors for the PSNR. Also note that the evident reduction in bit rate is more 
significant at lower SNR values in the channel. This observation is explained by the higher 
noise level in the soft output of the channel, which creates a larger performance drop to be 
lifted back by the proposed algorithm. At high SNR levels, typically above 16dB in tl-ýs case, 
the channel output has a very low noise level so there is not much scope for the proposed 
algorithm, thus the performance is saturated. 
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Figure 6-11 Performance comparison of the 
proposed technique with the existing decoding 
algorithm (Forrman, W-CDMA channel, GOP=2) 
Complexity Analysis 
It is noted that the performance comparison between the proposed DVC codec and 
H. 264/AVC codec is carried out in the light of a significant difference in the computational 
complexities in the two encoders. The considered H. 264/AVC encoder demands Wghcr 
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computational power due to the motion estimation process involved therein. Suppressing the 
motion search range enables a more reasonable comparison in terms of the encoder 
complexity. However, suppressing the motion search affects to further deteriorate the 
H. 264/AVC performance as evident from Figure 6-10. 
The DVC codec is optimized for a set of applications which desperately demands for a low 
complex encoder. However, due to the lack of DVC codecs tested for noisy channels available 
in literature for comparison, state-of-the-art H. 264/AVC was used for comparison. TI-lis 
proves that, with the proposed modifications, DVC codec demonstrates strong error rcsiliencc 
characteristics to be utilized in video communications over noisy wireless channels. 
6.4 Conclusion 
DVC is a technology that is largely proposed for video surveillance and like applications uNch 
are usually deployed over wireless transport networks. T'herefore, the performance of the 
codec when the compressed bit stream is transmitted over noisy wireless channels becomes a 
significant consideration in the deployment of video solutions. Accordingly, this chapter 
presented an investigation of the performance of DVC codec over wireless channels. It was 
noted that the simulation system with a pixel domain DVC codec: and a wireless channel 
resembled a unique noise scenario when the hypothetical channel model within the DVC 
codec is also collectively considered. To closely represent this scenario, a novel dual-channel 
noise model was derived. Then the turbo decoding algorithm within the Slcpian-\Volf decoder 
was modified incorporating the novel noise model. 
It was observed that the proposed noise model and the associated decoder modification 
improve the rate distortion performance of the codec when compared with a sin-War system 
without the modifications over a wireless channelwith different channel conditions. Further, 
the modified DVC codec proved to even outperform the state-of-the-art 11.264/AVC codec 
when tested over harsh channel conditions when an explicit channel coder (which is an 
additional bandx,, idth and complexity burden) is not incorporated. 
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Chaptef 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
DVC is an emerging video coding technology that is built upon the concept of distributed 
source coding. The objective of the thesis is to bring forward the DVC paradigm towards a 
practical realization, ready for standardizations and commercial developments. In order to 
achieve this, the scope of tbýis research is focused on a number of aspects of the DVC coding 
framework: 
0 Enhancement of the performance and robustncss of the DVC codec 
0 Design a unidirectional coding framework for DVC to suppress the dependence on a 
reverse channel 
9 Optimise the performance of the codec for utilization over error prone %%irelcss 
channels 
The specific technical contributions presented in fl-ýs thesis in order to achieve the above 
objectives are summarized below. 
7.1 Technical contributions of the thesis 
ZL1 Improsing the Slepian-Wolfcodingperfonnance with 77C. Al 
The existing DVC proposals are dominantly based on turbo coding in the Slepian-%Volf codcc. 
In this regard, a novel approach was proposed in Chapter 3 of tl-ýs thesis by introducing the 
TrCM concept into DVC. This proposal is motivated by the high coding gain of TFCNL In 
designing the 'ITCM based Slepian-Wolf codec, notably, the 'ITCM encoder , %-as arranged so 
that the parity bit stream generated at the encoder is punctured and transmitted as a bit stream 
to the Slepian-Wolf decoder for mapping into the complex symbols together uith the side 
information. A set partitioning technique was utilised in mapping to the signal constellation for 
optirnising the decoding performance. 
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The performance of the proposed 17CM based codec is compared uith the more 
conventional turbo coding based approach. The simulation results depict a significant rate 
distortion performance gain in using the proposed approach in the codec. 
7.1.2 Unidirectional coding framework development 
It is understood that the involvement of a reverse feedback channel in the common Stanford 
DVC framework could incur a practical burden in the targeted application scenarios as 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. However, this feedback loop plays a critical role in determining 
the optimum bit rate for the Wyner-Ziv bit stream by facilitating the parity puncturing process. 
With the removal of reverse channel, the main challenge is in determining the optimum parity 
patterns. On this backdrop, two approaches were considered in the Chapter 4: 
1. Encoder rate control: perform rate decisions based on correlation noise estirnation at 
the encoder. However, this introduces an additional complexity burden to the DVC 
encoder, which is otherwise extremely low complex. 
2. Refinement of decoded frames: improve the picture quahty of the decoded %V)mer-Ziv 
frames using iteratively decoding at no additional encoder complc: dty or additional bit 
rate burden. 
Innovative algorithms for both approaches above were presented in this thesis. A pixel 
interleaving technique and a very low complex correlation noise estimation algorithm were 
proposed for ERC. An iterative side information refinement algorithm was proposed for the 
decoded frame enhancement by exploiting the spatial and temporal correlation in the decoded 
frame sequence. 
The performances of the presented algorithms were tested for standard sequences. The 
simulation results were compared for both objective and subjective video quality 2nd 
compression efficiencywith alternate approaches with no reverse channels. Further technical 
analyses were provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the individual algorithms. 
7L3 Enhanced funcdonalmodules for the DVC codec 
A review of the related literature proves that the compression efficiency of the existing DVC 
implementations lags behind the state of the art in video coding, namely 11.264/AVC, by a 
notable margin. Even though DVC is not proposed as a cross-platform competitor to the 
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conventional video coding technologies; but a complementary technology targeted at 
specialised applications, improving the compression efficiency is Nital in pushing DVC 
paradigm forward towards commercial developments and standardisations. In the light of 
above, Chapter 5 considers a number of aspects of DVC and proposes innovative algorithms 
to enhance the performance. 
Non-linear quantisation 
In this section, a non-linear quantisation algorithm was presented for DVC in contrast to the 
linear scalar quantiscr traditionally utilised in the DVC designs. The concept was motivated by 
the contrastingly high concentration of information around the zero-bin when the \X')mcr-Ziv 
residual signal is considered. In this regard, the proposed algorithm minirnises the quantisation 
noise as discussed in section 5.2 and thus helps in improving the rate-distortion performance 
of the codec. Ihe optimum non-linear transformation function was experimentally dctern-dned 
by evaluating a number of candidate formulas. 
The performance gain of the non-linear quantisation algorithm was evaluated against the state- 
of-the-art pixel domain video codec: that uses a linear quantiser. Accordingly, a very significant 
PSNR gain was evident at a given bit rate. 
Enhanced reconstruction 
In section 5.2, an enhanced reconstruction algorithm was presented focussing on the 
unidirectional DVC framework discussed earlier in Chapter 4. It was noticed that, when the 
unidirectional architecture is considered, the decoded bit stream tends to contain residual bit 
errors due to the possibly sub-optimal parity puncturing. These errors arc reflected in the 
reconstructed frame as irritating artefacts. A solution to this problem is proposed by evaluating 
the error probability of each bit in the decoded bit stream and accordingly modiýing the 
reconstruction function by biasing the reconstructed pixels towards side information. A rreon 
angk parameter in defined and a systematic training process is introduced to derive the 
optimum recon angle corresponding to the bit error rate in the decoded bit stream. 
The enhanced reconstruction algorithm was simulated for a number of video sequences and 
the test results were compared with a similar UDVC codec, but invohing the existing 
reconstruction algorithm proposed by Aaron et al. [4] in the initial Stanford DVC proposal. In 
this case, both pixel domain and transform domain coding frameworks ucre considered for the 
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simulations and in all test cases a significant PSNR improvement was observed at no additional 
bit rate burden to the codec. 
Side information refinement 
Side infort-nation is arguably one of the most important components in the DVC codec. 
Accordingly, the quality of side information, defined in terms of the level of correlation %xith 
the original Wyner-Ziv frame (higber the better), has a direct impact on the rate distortion 
perfon-nance of the codec. Considering this significance, a side information refinement 
algorithm was proposed in section 5.3. The algorithm starts with an inifial sidt informalioit 
generated by any existing algorithm, then keep on refining it iteratively by exploiting the spatial 
and temporal correlations in the current Wyner-Ziv frame and its neighbour frames. 
Ile side information refinement algorithm, built into the existing reverse channel feedback 
based pixel domain DVC framework, was tested for standard video sequences and a significant 
PSNR gain is evident when compared with the existing pixel domain codec that uses the same 
initial side information. The additional computational complexity involved in the DVC decoder 
in utilising the iterative refinement algorithm is also quantitatively analysed. It is believed that 
the increase in the computational cost is justified considering the significant performance 
improvement, particularly in the context of the target applications of DVC that involve largely 
shared ccntralised decoders. 
ZL4 OptimisingDVCperformance over wireless channels 
DVC is a technology that is largely proposed for video surveillance and like applications which 
are most likely deployed over wireless transport networks. 'Iberefore, the performance of the 
codec when the compressed bit stream is transmitted over noisy wireless channels becomes a 
significant consideration in the deployment of video solutions. Motivated by this scenario, an 
investigation of the performance of DVC codec over wireless channels was presented in 5.4. It 
was noted that the simulation system with a pixel domain DVC codec and a wirelcss channel 
resembled a unique noise scenario when the hypothetical channel model Uithin the DVC 
codec is also collectively considered. Accordingly, a novel dual-channel noise model was 
derived to closely represent this video communications system. Then the turbo decoding 
algorithm within the Slepian-Wolf decoder was modified incorporating the novel noise model. 
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It was observed that the proposed noise model and the associated decoder modification 
improve the rate distortion performance of the codec when compared with a similar system 
without the modifications over a wireless channel with different channel conditions. Furthcr, 
the modified DVC codec proved to even outperform the state-of-the-art H. 264/AVC codcc 
when tested over harsh channel conditions when an explicit channel coder (which is an 
additional bandwidth and complexity burden) is not incorporated. 
7.2 Gencral Conclusions 
Ile research pertaining to this thesis covers a time span of three years. It was started based on 
an ambitious DVC framework that was initia. Uy proposed three years earlier in 2002 [4]. The 
state of the art in DVC was a premature system involving a number of hypothetical models 
and assumptions in relation to the correlation noise and decoded error rate modelling, key 
frame coding etc. together with basic side information estimation algorithms. 'Me compression 
efficiency compared to the conventional video coding was significantly low, albeit simulated on 
a theoretical base; key frame transmission, for example. On this back-drop, the goal of this 
research was to push the DVC concept forward towards a realistic practical implementation 
through increasing the robustness of the codec and improving the compression efficiency 
exploiting the guidelines set by Slepian-Wolf [21 and Wyner-Ziv [3]. 
In line with the above goal, there have been significant contributions made in tl-ýs research as 
descriptively discussed in the previous section. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms 
was verified through simulations. Also, 35 research publications were made in international 
refereed journals and conference proceedings over the past three years in relation to this 
activity. As a result of this, and other paraRel research in the community, the state of the art in 
DVC has been enhanced significantly in terms of the practicality of the codec framnwork- and 
the compression efficiency. Albeit with the promising developments, some further effort is due 
in realising DVC as a commerciaRy viable technology. The next section presents some possible 
future work suggested in achieving this goal. 
7.3 Suggested Future Work 
Based on the understanding achieved through this research and review of peer research, there 
are a number of aspects of DVC identified as having potential for future research. Some of 
these are discussed below with notes on possible approaches to be considcred. M-xis includC3 
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possible extensions to the algorithms proposed in this thesis as well as other significant 
research areas. 
1. UDVC: Unidirectional DVC is likely to be the future path of DVC since the practical 
hindrances of the feedback framework are increasingly appreciated. Encoder rate 
control algorithms are already been studied, yet a significant effort is %ital in devising a 
robust coding framework. Further, the decoder based refinement algorithm presented 
in this thesis could be developed extended to the transform domain and thus could 
make it play vital role in a future robust UDVC solution. 
2. Side infonmtion: 
a. Side information generation has always been playing a key role in determining 
the coding efficiency and will continue to do so. Since the motion estimation 
and compensation in DVC is itself a challenging task, less straightforward 
compared to that in conventional coding paradigms, there is always room for 
improvement. Particularly when the motion level in the video sequence is high, 
the existing motion interpolation techniques do not perform well. In these 
cases, spatial prediction exploitation based refinement techniques should be 
handy tools. 
b. Even though, there are number of literature regarding the transform domain 
DVC, it is not evident if they employ side information refinement techniques, 
which should be incorporated in order to increase the rate-distortion 
performance of transform domain DVC. 
c. In current DVC designs GOP size is mostly set to 2.71-tis is mainly bemuse at 
higher GOP lengths, side information generation process deteriorates 
dramatically due to the high temporal distance between reference (key) frames 
resulting in lack of sufficient information for motion estimation. T'herefore, 
innovative approaches in tI-ds aspect is a must to improve perfortnance at 
1-ýigher GOP sizes. 
3. Key frames: It is noted that, in the DVC encoder, majority of the computational 
compleidty (at least 90%) is usually attributed to the intra. frame codec (commonly 
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borrowed from H. 264/AVC standard) used for key frame coding. In a situation Nvhcrc 
the encoder complexity is an important consideration in DVC, the above appears as a 
problem. An initial effort to solve this problem was taken in [14]; however, more 
attention needs to be paid to this aspect of DVC. 
Above suggested are some of the possible future considerations in developing a stable and 
robust DVC codec leading to standardization and commercial deployments. 
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APPENDIX A 
Test Video Sequences 
'flie siMulations carried out within tl-ýs research utilize a numher of test scqucnccs 's-tiw 
basic details of each of these sequences are listed below. 'I'liese sequences are sclcctt-(i in the 
simulations folloAing those in the reference literature so that the pert - onnance ()f prOp(,,, -d 
algorithms could be easy compared. 
Temporal 
Sequence Frame Motion activity 
Frame #0 Resolution 
narne fon-nat level 
(fps) 
Qcll; 
(spatial res: 
Foreman 176, )(144; 30,15 Nfudium 
A sampling: 
-hit, 
ilsýoý 4: 2: 0) 
I iall Monitor QCIF 30,15 Lo-w 
Coastguard OCIF 30,15 Low-mcf-1111111 
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APPENDIX B 
Presentation of simulation results 
In this thesis, the results of the codec simulati( m iý, wit h ý, t m( Lird test vidc, , Sc(lucii( (-ý arc 
presented mainly in two methods: 
0 Objective quality results 
9 Subieciive quality reSLIltS 
Objective quality results 
The ob)eoi,, 'c quality is menstircd in wrins (d PSN R' 
PSNR = 10 log,,, 
255 
N)I-, Ijý, ((i. -j) 
, xhcrc Y,,, f 
(i, j) and ý,,, (i, j) rcl)rcsctlt the pix(-l values of the refurcticc and ducodud picturcs 
respectively and N is the total number of pixels in the picture. The PSN It is calculated t*(-r cach 
frarne and then either plottcd against frame number f()r a given bit rate, ()r averaged over tile 
sequence and plotted against the bit rate. Iviniple illustrations are shown 
40 
38 
36 
34 
932 
a: 30 
z 
28 
26 
24 
22 
20 
31 41 
Wyner-Zjv Frame no. 
Figure B- 1 PSN R vs. frame tio. plot 
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In PSNR vs. frame number plots, the PSNR results arc displayed only for the \N)mcr-Ziv 
fiames of the sequence. 
37- 
35- 
33- 
CC 31 - z Ir U) I 
CL 
29 
Proposed 
Recon as In [4] 
27 
251 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
Bit rate (Kbps) 
ir 
lir 
Proposed 
Recon as In [4] 
Ir W. 
I 
" PSNR vs. Bit rate plot Figure B, 
In PSNR vs. Bit rate plots, the average PSNR and bit rate values arc calculated for the for 
either Wyncr-Ziv frames only or all frames of the sequence including key frames. Both of the 
above approaches have its pros and cons and the chosen approach is spccificd in the test 
conditions of each test setup. 
Considering only the NVyner-Ziv frames helps a direct one-to-one comparison of the 
performance gain of proposed algorithm implemented on the W) ner-Ziv coding path, yet lack 
a clear representation of the overall performance particularly uben the proposed results is 
compared with the state of the art (H-'164/AVC) in conventional %idco coding. This appro2ch 
is taken mainly in the simulations carried out in early parts of this research, when that used to 
be the common practice among the research community. flowevcr, all latter simulations rcflcct 
the measures of all frames including the intra frame coded (uses 11.264/AVC intr2 coding) key 
frames. 
Subjective quality assessment 
In this thesis, where a subjective quality assessment of a decoded fiame is believed to reinforce 
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the improvement resulting in a given algorithm, the grraphics ()f scIccicil framc, arc illustratcd 
in adclition to the objective quality mcasurcs. An cxample is shown 
__ - 
\\ 
J; igurc B-3 Graphics for sub)cctivc (]Lialitý 
assessnicnt 
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